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1. Introduction
Evrim Exploration Canada Corp. (Evrim) is actively exploring the Astro Project in a region in the Northwest
Territories parallel to the Yukon border within the settlement area of the Tulita District of the Sahtu Dene and
Metis Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement (SDMCLCA). Evrim has been, and commits to continue, actively
engaging with the appropriate Tulita District Sahtu Dene and Métis land claim organizations, government
representatives and community groups in Norman Wells and Tulita. In addition, Evrim has been, and will
continue to, conduct ongoing engagement and communication with the Government of the Northwest
Territories (GNWT), federal government (e.g. INAC) and the Sahtu Land and Water Board (SLWB).
Evrim has identified that the Astro Project is located in Special Management Zone number 38 with the border
of the Astro Project abutting the Doi T’oh proposed conservation initiative Zone number 39. Evrim has
endeavored to meet all the appropriate conformity requirements as defined in the SDMCLCA (1-14) and as
outlined in the cover letter to the Land Use Permit application.
Evrim has engaged C3 Alliance Corp. to help create a project that is mutually beneficial to indigenous persons,
government, communities and the resource sector by identifying and implementing inclusive solutions
(www.c3alliancecorp.ca).
This engagement plan outlines Evrim’s commitment to open communication and sharing of information with
rights holders and interested parties during the project.

2. Project Background
The Astro Project covers an area of Northwest Territories adjacent to the Yukon Border from 63.3°N to 63.5°N
within the Backbone Range of the Mackenzie Mountains. Evrim has spent the summers of 2017 and 2018
exploring regionally in the Mackenzie Mountains as part of a larger Mackenzie Alliance. The Astro project was
identified as a prospective target during this exploration and Evrim’s future work will focus on Astro. Evrim is
applying for a Class A Land Use Permit for the purpose of mineral exploration.
The Astro Project was staked in 2017 and 2018 by Evrim and is located in 1:250,000 NTS Map Sheets 105P. The
project is currently in an early stage of mineral exploration and to date, there has been no mechanical
disturbance of the land and there have been no new economically significant mineral discoveries within the
area of exploration.
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3. Engagement Plan
Exploration on the Astro Project is being conducted on lands within the Tulita District of the SDMCLCA.
Developing open and transparent communications during the life of the permit will provide more clarity and
assistance for the process of engaging all parties.
Engagement of affected parties and the public in general will help build cooperative working relationships and
support for on-going work at the property. It will also serve to bring forward important issues, minimize delays
due to opposition, and allow Evrim to become better informed on issues affecting indigenous peoples of the
region and the sensitivity of land use operations.
The benefits of the Engagement Plan apply to both Evrim and potentially impacted parties. The Plan will provide
structured dialogue for communications with the various governments and organizations that might be
impacted throughout the life of the project. The Plan encompassed in this document will define the ongoing
commitment of Evrim to the various groups.
The formal engagement and communication process will consist of:
•

Communications that ensure adequate time for sharing information and review.

•

Open two-way communications with indigenous governments and organizations in order to share
information and maintain an open dialogue.

•

The use of plain language when describing the technical aspects of the program.

•

Implementation of the Engagement Plan with follow-up reporting and review.

Types of engagement that will be conducted under the auspices of the Plan will consist of:
1. In Person Meetings
2. Electronic mail (email)
3. Phone calls; direct and conference calls
4. Fact Sheets
5. Community Meetings (Open House sessions)
6. Traditional Knowledge Surveys
In-person meetings will allow for direct discussion of specific issues, initiatives and the addressing of any
concerns. Email will allow Evrim to communicate with affected parties and obtain their input in order to address
Project-related issues. Availability for phone calls and conference calls will allow for greater clarity of
communications. Fact sheets will provide clarity of information in plain language to reduce public concerns.
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Community ‘open-house’ meetings would be established to allow the public to hear relevant project
information and provide the opportunity to ask questions and make comments. Evrim’s goal is to be as
transparent as possible in providing firsthand information, engagement and involvement.

4. Engagement Process
Preparation
- Project Description
- Identification of Issues and Affected Parties
- Initiate Dialogue
Communication
- Informative
- Open
- Engaging
- Active Participation
Implementation
- Put Plan into Action
- Receive Feedback and Sharing of Ideas
Modification
- Evaluation and Assessment
- Modify Plan
Evrim will scale the amount of engagement to the level of project activity, the more activity, the more
engagement – less activity, less engagement. However, at a minimum, there will be at least one round of
communication annually to update everyone on project activities. Any material change in the accepted plan of
activities would be communicated directly to the affected parties and recommendations sought on how to
engage related groups with ongoing communications. This will allow Evrim to maintain good two-way
communications with affected parties, establish constructive dialogue and ultimately provide benefit to Evrim
and all affected stakeholders.
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Evrim has engaged C3 Alliance Corp. to help create a project that is mutually beneficial to indigenous persons,
government, communities and the resource sector by identifying and implementing inclusive solutions
(www.c3alliancecorp.ca). Michael Cunningham of C3 Alliance Corp. is Evrim’s main contact during the
engagement process. Questions regarding Evrim’s engagement activities can be directed to:
•

Stewart Harris (VP Technical Services at Evrim) stewarth@evrimresources.com or

•

Laurence Pryer (Project Geologist at Evrim) pryerl@evrimresources.com or

•

Michael Cunningham at mcunningham@c3alliancecorp.ca

Technical questions related to the project may be directed to:
•

Stewart Harris (VP Technical Services at Evrim) stewarth@evrimresources.com or

•

Laurence Pryer (Project Geologist at Evrim) pryerl@evrimresources.com or

•

Paddy Nicol (CEO and Director of Evrim) paddy@evrimresources.com or

•

Charles Funk (VP New Opportunities and Exploration) charlesf@evrimresources.com

The Engagement Plan attached was included for review, discussion and comments by the affected parties prior
to finalization. Once finalized, the plan will be utilized by Evrim.
The Land Use Permit (LUP) pre-application phase of the Engagement Plan began in early April 2018 with a round
of email enquiries followed up by a round of phone calls and subsequent emails, with a company and project
introductory information package included as attachments. The focus of this engagement were the Tulita
District Land Corporations and Renewable Resource Councils. The April emails were followed-up by initial inperson face-to-face meetings held in Tulita at the end of May 2018. Ongoing communication, summer field
work with local hiring, and email/phone-call engagement resulted in project update meetings being held in
Norman Wells and Tulita at the end of November 2018.
Evrim then returned to Norman Wells and Tulita, as well as meeting the Tulita District Land Corporation in
Calgary, in January 2019 to present and discuss a draft of this Land Use Permit document; hardcopies of the
draft LUP application were left with the engaged parties. During this round of engagement, Evrim held a
community ‘open house’ in Tulita as well as meetings with Land Corporations and Renewable Resource
Councils. Input from this round of meetings was used to improve the Land Use Permit application prior to
submission.
A Traditional Knowledge study (TK) is being undertaken by the Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC) with
input from members of the Norman Wells Renewable Resource Council. This study is currently in process. As
5

of January 31st ten interviews had been conducted with elders in Tulita and three in Norman Wells. Three
interviews in Norman Wells remain to be conducted.
The TRRC has made it clear to Evrim that their TK Study is considered CONFIDENTIAL and is for the Evrim’s use
only; it is not to be shared or made public. Evrim has discussed the confidentiality issue with the TRRC and with
the SLWB. It has been agreed that Evrim will submit the TK study to the SLWB when it is received and the SLWB
will only use the document for internal review purposes; the document will remain confidential and out of the
public domain.
Please note that the Engagement Log does not include any emails, phone calls or meetings with territorial and
federal government representatives or those of the Sahtu Land Use Planning Board (SLUPB) and Sahtu Land and
Water Board (SLWB).
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5. Engagement Plan Details
Pre-Application Phase
Engagement
Trigger

Purpose for
Engagement

Organization
Engaged

Engagement
Format

Recorded
Information

Land Use Permit

Introduction to

Tulita District Land

Emails with PDF

Email

pre-application

Project and

Corporation

attachments and

Meeting Minutes

updates.

(TDLC); Tulita Land

maps; in-person

Corporation (TLC);

meetings; phone

Fort Norman Metis

calls and

Engagement

Land Corporation

conference calls;

Record

(FNMLC); Tulita

three separate trips Meetings

Renewable

to Sahtu

Resource Council

communities, open

(TRRC); Norman

house community

Wells Land

meetings

Phone Call Records

Presentations
TK Study

Corporation
(NWLC); Norman
Wells Renewable
Resource Council
(NWRRC);

Application Phase
Engagement
Trigger

Purpose for
Engagement

Land Use Permit

Application to

Submission

Organization
Engaged
Sahtu Land and

Engagement
Format

Recorded
Information

Email with PDF

Application in

SLWB disseminated Water Board

attachment;

public record

for public review

(SLWB)- Executive

information

Director

dissemination via
SLWB
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Exploration Phase
Engagement
Trigger
Annual Updates

Purpose for
Engagement

Organization
Engaged

Engagement
Format
Email notification,

Recorded
Information

Dissemination of

Tulita District Land

information on

Corporation; SLWB; telephone. In-

engagement

exploration

Tulita Land

person, one-on-

records and

program to

Corporation; Fort

one and open

meeting minutes

interested parties

Norman Metis Land house public
Corporation; Tulita

meetings may be

Renewable

held

Emails,

Resource Council;
Norman Wells Land
Corporation;
Norman Wells
Renewable
Resource Council
Change in Scope

Drafting of a more

Tulita District Land

comprehensive

Corporation; SLWB; with SLWB to

plan for all aspects

Tulita Land

discuss updates

of work affected by

Corporation; Fort

and consultation

change in scope.

Norman Metis Land relevant to scope
Corporation; Tulita

Formal meetings

Meeting Minutes

of work

Renewable
Resource Council;
Norman Wells Land
Corporation;
Norman Wells
Renewable
Resource Council
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6. Consultation Log
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EVRIM EXPLORATION CANADA CORP.
INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATIONS & COMMUNITIES ENGAGEMENT COMMUNICATIONS LOG

Proponent Name:
Provincial Contact/Consultation Lead:
Proponent Contact:
Location (Region/Resource District):
Proposed Project:
Date Submitted to Regulators:
Application Type(s) and File Numbers:
Date

Activity

Evrim Exploration Canada Corp.
Michael Cunningham
Stewart Harris, Paddy Nicol, Laurence Pryer
Tulita District, Sahtu Region
Astro Project
1st Feb 2019
SLWB CLASS A LUP
Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

April 6, 2018

sent email to Sahtu
Land & Water Board
(SLWB) with detailed
questions

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Paul Dixon,
Executive Director,
SLWB

seeking clarity & certainty
re LUP applications &
SLWB meeting schedule

April 6, 2018

received email from
SLWB Executive
Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Paul Dixon,
Executive Director,
SLWB

referred enquiry to staff
Sabrina Sturman and
Patricia Mcneely, SLWB

April 6, 2018

received email from
SLWB staff

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Sabrina Sturman,
Regulatory
Specialist, SLWB

provided detailed
response, with hyperlinks, to Evrim questions

April 24, 2018

sent email & hardcopy
introductory
Stewart Harris, VP
engagement material
Technical Services
to Tulita District Land
Corporation (TDLC).

Clarence Campbell,
President, TDLC

provide TDLC with
introduction to Evrim &
proposed early stage
exploration program in
Tulita District, Sahtu
Region, NT

cc to TDLC Executive Director,
Louise Reindeer

April 26, 2018

sent email to SLWB:
Access Benefit (A-B)
Agreements

Sabrina Sturman,
Regulatory
Specialist, SLWB

Q-situations under which
an A-B Agreement is
required or expected

Q asked as no definitive
guidance provided in
documents or by GNWT

info@evrimresources.com

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

for M Cunningham to
cc to TDLC Executive Director,
reconnect with CC &
Louise Reindeer
request for early phone
call/mtg
TDLC has set a
conference phone call
with Evrim for Wed., May
2nd, 2018 at 12noon MT
(11am PT)

April 27, 2018

sent email to TDLC
President

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Clarence Campbell,
President, TDLC

April 27, 2018

received email from
TDLC Executive
Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

April 30, 2018

phone call to TDLC
Executive Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

to confirm details of May
2nd conference phone
call, request list of TDLC
Board Members & draft
Agenda

April 30, 2018

received email from
TDLC Executive
Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

sent a copy of TDLC
Board Members

May 1, 2018

received email from
TDLC Executive
Director

May 1, 2018

phone call to TDLC
Executive Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant
Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC
Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

May 2, 2018

discuss proposed early
conference phone call: Stewart Harris, VP
Sherry Hodgson, VP, stage exploration program
TDLC & Evrim
Technical Services TDLC - lead
& set meeting in Tulita for
Resources
lead
week of May 28 - June 1

May 3, 2018

received email from
TDLC Executive
Director

info@evrimresources.com

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

Notes

also to reconnect with Louise
Reindeer

sent a copy of draft
Agenda as requested
Evrim phone called to
discuss details of May
2nd conf phone call
Issues: possible potential for
overlap/impact on traditional
land use & lifestyles; TDLC
request more detailed maps

contact phone # for Tulita
and Norman Wells
Renewable Resources
Council

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

May 3, 2018

sent email to TDLC
Executive Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

May 3, 2018

received phone call
from TDLC Director

Michael
Cunningham, Evrim
consultant

May 10, 2018

May 10, 2018

May 10, 2018

May 15, 2018

May 15, 2018
May 15, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

sent email & hardcopy
introductory
engagement material
to Tulita Renewable
Resource Council
(TRRC).
sent email & hardcopy
introductory
engagement material
to Norman Wells
Renewable Resource
Council (NWRRC).
received reply from
NWRRC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

sent email to TDLC
Michael
Exec Dir requesting
confirmation of Evrim Cunningham,
mtg in Tulita Wed May Consultant
30th with TDLC.
Michael
received email from
Cunningham,
TDLC Exec Dir.
Consultant
Michael
sent email to TDLC
Cunningham,
Exec Dir
Consultant

Community
Contact

Purpose

Evrim request: TDLC
confirm May 28 - June 1
meeting date; Renewable
Resource Council
contacts
phone called to advise
Evrim of 'arrangements'
Arnold Gaudet,
between the three Land
Director, TDLC
Corporations & three
helicopter companies
provide TRRC with
introduction to Evrim &
Rocky Norwegian,
proposed early stage
President, TRRC
exploration program in
Tulita District, Sahtu
Region, NT
provide NWRRC with
introduction to Evrim &
Rhea McDonald,
proposed early stage
President, NWRRC exploration program in
Tulita District, Sahtu
Region, NT
acknowledged receipt;
Ruby McDonald,
suggested visit/mtg when
Secretary-Treasurer,
in town; have suitable job
NWRRC
applicants

Notes

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

NWLC - Canadian Helicopters
TLFC - Summit Helicopters
FNMLC - Sahtu Helicopters
mentioned Evrim has had
conference phone call with
TDLC and sending same info
to both TDLC and NWRRC;
summer field assistant job
posting
mentioned Evrim has had
conference phone call with
TDLC and sending same info
to both TDLC and TRRC;
summer field assistant job
posting

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

discussed possible meeting
provide TDLC with
week of May 28 - June 1 in
proposed travel plans and
Tulita with TDLC during
meeting date in Tulita conference phone call Wed
Wed May 30
May 02

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

Exec Dir will reply after
confirming with Board

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

thank you

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

May 16, 2018

sent email to TDLC
Exec Dir

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

booking flights & hotels
today; assume still ok for
May 30th mtg in Tulita

May 16, 2018

received email from
TDLC Exec Dir.

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

May 16, 2018

sent email to TDLC
Exec Dir

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

confirmed Board agreed
to the date; so far only
one Member has
confirmed

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

thank you for checking
with the Board Members

May 18, 2018

sent email to TDLC
Exec Dir

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director

confirm Evrim to arrive in
Tulita Tuesday pm and
depart Thursday am.

received email from
NWRRC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

reply to May 10th email.
Ruby McDonald,
Evrim will not be in
Secretary-Treasurer, Norman Wells this trip.
NWRRC
Propose a conference
phone call this week.

May 24, 2018

sent email to TRRC
President

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

May 25, 2018

received email from
NWRRC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

May 25, 2018

sent email to Two
Rivers Hotel, Tulita

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

May 25, 2018

received email from
Two Rivers Hotel,
Tulita

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

May 22, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Gordon Yakeleya,
President, TRRC

Notes

Good to hear NWRRC has
possible candidate for summer
field assistant position. Ask
them to contact Aurora
Geoscience - Yellowknife
address.

follow-up email of May
Introduce Michael Cunningham
9th. Apologize for not
correctly addressing May as consultant to Evrim
Resources
9th email to Mr. Gordon
Yakeleya as President

NWRRC would like a
Ruby McDonald,
teleconference phone call
Secretary-Treasurer,
or a meeting which is
NWRRC
easier for Evrim.
request confirmation of
Two Rivers Hotel
hotel reservations for 3
Manager, Danny
people for 2 nights May
Yakeleya
29th & 39th
Two Rivers Hotel
reservations confirmed.
Manager, Danny
Pick up and drop off
Yakeleya
confirmed

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

NWRRC suggests next week
would probably be good. Let
me know.
also request pick up and drop
off at Tulita airport to meet
arrival & departure flights

T: (604)248-8648

Date
May 28, 2018

Activity
email sent to NWRRC

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

As Evrim is travelling,
Ruby McDonald,
provide 3 possible timeSecretary-Treasurer,
slots for conference
NWRRC
phone call over 2 days.

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Ruby McDonald,
Secretary-Treasurer,
NWRRC. Email was
cc'd to Sherry
Hodgson, President,
NWLC

NWRRC email says a
teleconference is not what
our Board is looking for
Further, speaks to mandate of
before you start. We want NWRRC and definition of
a meeting with your staff, consultation.
maps and exactly where
you are going to work.

May 29, 2018

received email from
NWRRC

May 29, 2018

Michael
sent email to President
Cunningham,
of NWLC
Consultant

Sherry Hodgson,
President, NWLC

Request conference
phone call asap to
discuss RM, NWRRC
email.

May 29, 2018

sent email to Rocky
Norwegian

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Rocky Norwegian

M Cunningham had
worked with RN in the
past.

May 29, 2018

Michael
email to TDLC Board &
Cunningham,
meeting members
Consultant

May 30, 2018

received email from
President of NWLC

info@evrimresources.com

Notes

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Suggest: Tue, May 29th 11am12noon or 1pm-2pm; or
Thursday May 31st between
2pm-4pm

Provided timing options and
contact details for Stewart
Harris, Evrim VP Technical
Services.
Touching base to let him know
Cunningham will be in Tulita
with Evrim Resources arriving
Tue May 29th and leaving
Thurs May 31st

C Campbell, S
sent a draft Agenda for
Hodgson, J Bayha, A
the meeting in Tulita May
Gaudet, & Louise
30th
Reindeer (Exec Dir)
Sherry Hodgson,
President, NWLC

ShH provided cell phone
number and time
availability.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

May 30, 2018

May 30, 2018

May 30, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

In Person: Clarence
Campbell, Janet
Stewart Harris,
Bayha & Louise
Laurence Pryer &
Reindeer.
Michael Cunningham On Phone: Sherry
Hodgson & Arnold
Gaudet

Tulita District Land Corp
(TDLC) Issues/Concerns
(I/C): 1. use local hires &
contractors; 2. support
training in Tulita district; 3.
seek economic benefits
for Tulita district.

Evrim response to TDLC I/C's:
1. agree - looking to do that;
2. understand - will look for
opportunities to do that;
3. understand - doing what we
can now & will look for future
opportunities.

Evrim meeting with
TRRC (2:15pm)

In Person:
Gordon Yakeleya,
Stewart Harris,
Roderick Yalley,
Laurence Pryer &
David Menacho,
Michael Cunningham
Fred Clement &
Rocky Norwegian

Tulita Renewable
Resource Council (TRRC)
Issues/Concerns (I/C): 1.
hunting pressure on
mountain caribou esp
from Yukon side; 2. Co
will need a TK study if
apply for LUP next year;
3. use of bear/wildlife &
environmental monitors;

Evrim response to TRRC I/C's:
1. Co has strict no hunting
policy & will convey concerns
to GNWT; 2. understand - that
is why we are talking with
RRC's now to make
introductions & get a head
start; 3. the 2018 program is
small & based out of outfitters
camps - will review & consider
if appropriate in 2018. Will
review again for 2019.

Evrim meeting with
TLC (5:15pm)

Tulita Land & Financial
Corp (TLC)
Issues/Concerns (I/C):
In Person: Clarence 1. local hiring &
Stewart Harris,
Campbell, David contracting: 2. Co needs
Laurence Pryer &
Menacho, + others, Access Agreement to
Michael Cunningham
& Lorraine Doctor
work on Sahtu surface
right 'title' land at Mile
222; 3. overhunting of
caribou from Yukon side;

Evrim meeting with
TDLC in Tulita
(12noon)

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Evrim response to TLC I/C's:
1. agree - looking to do that;
2. understand - will draft
summary work program
document to submit to TDLC
for consideration; 3. Co has
strict no hunting policy & will
convey concerns to GNWT.

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

May 30, 2018

sent email to NWRRC

May 31, 2018

received email from
NWRRC

Proponent
Contact

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Email says Evrim's
Ruby McDonald, Sec- suggested dates are all
committed. Suggest June
Treas., NWRRC
18 as day to meet.

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

June 4, 2018

sent email to TRRC

Laurence Pryer,
Project Geologist

June 4, 2018

sent email to the Tulita
Laurence Pryer,
District Land Corp
Project Geologist
TDLC

June 4, 2018

sent email to Tulita
Laurence Pryer,
Land & Financial Corp
Project Geologist
TLC

info@evrimresources.com

Purpose

To outline Evrim's 2018
Ruby McDonald, Sec- program as small, earlyTreas., NWRRC &
stage 'grassroots'
cc'd Sherry
exploration on territorial
Hodgson, President, lands & below threshold
NWLC
required for a land use
permit (LUP).

email to NWRRC

June 1, 2018

Community
Contact

Notes
Further outlined engagement
efforts to date & set out options
for dates to meet in Normal
Wells this summer. Also, to
send digital copies of power
point presentation & hardcopies of 2 large-scale maps
used in Tulita meetings.

Ruby McDonald, Sec- Evrim is not available to
Treas., NWRRC &
meet June 18. Suggested
cc'd NWLC
dates in late July - early
President, Sherry
August or early
September.
Hodgson
Action Item: send digital
copy of power point
Gordon Yakeleya,
presentation given at May
President, TRRC
30th meeting in Tulita, as
promised.
Action Item: send digital
copy of power point
Clarence Campbell,
presentation given at May
President, TDLC
30th meeting in Tulita, as
promised.

Also, noted Co still looking for
2 summer field assistants.
Encouraged the candidate that
R McDonald had mentioned, to
apply.

Action Item: send digital
copy of power point
presentation given at May
30th meeting in Tulita, as
promised.

Also, stated that the hardcopies of the large-scale maps
left with TLC would be mailed
out to other Land Corps &
RRC's in next few days.

Clarence Campbell,
President, TLC

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Also, stated that the promised
hard-copies of the large-scale
maps would be mailed out in
next few days.
Also, stated that the promised
hard-copies of the large-scale
maps would be mailed out in
next few days.

T: (604)248-8648

Date

June 8, 2018

June 10, 2018

June 11, 2018

Activity

Proponent
Contact

sent email to FNMLC Stewart Harris, VP
Fort Norman Metis
Technical Services
Land Corp.

sent email to the Tulita Michael
Land & Financial Corp Cunningham,
Consultant
TLC

received email from
TRRC

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes
Also noted that FNMLC
Director Arnold Gaudet, as
TDLC member, had
participated in both a
conference phone call (May 2)
and an in-person meeting (May
30 - via phone call-in) between
Evrim & TDLC.

Rick Hardy,
President & cc
Arnold Gaudet,
Director, FNMLC

provide FNMLC with
introduction to Evrim &
proposed early stage
exploration program in
Tulita District, Sahtu
Region, NT

Clarence Campbell,
President, TDLC

Thank you for meeting in
Tulita on May 30th.
Request names, positions Also, asked for contact details
& contact details for the
for Lorraine Doctor.
community people at that
meeting.

Rocky Norwegian,
Manager, TRRC

Reply to June 10th email.
Provided confirmation of
names & positions of May
30th Evrim-TRRC
meeting attendees.

June 11, 2018

sent email to the Tulita
Stewart Harris, VP
Land & Financial Corp
Technical Services
TLC

Clarence Campbell,
President, TDLC

Evrim & TDLC discussed the
Evrim provide TLC a short possibility of Evrim undertaking
work program summary work on Sahtu 'title' land at
document of proposed 1- May30 mtg. TDLC requested
day, 14-sample work
Evrim provide TDLC with a
program on Sahtu surface summary - work to be done,
rights 'title' land around
how it would be done & how
long it would take. TDLC would
Mile 222, Tulita district
consider it & let the company
(pdf doc).
know.

June 19, 2018

sent email to the Tulita Michael
Land & Financial Corp Cunningham,
Consultant
TLC

Clarence Campbell,
President, TDLC

Request that LD contact
M Cunningham.

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Request names & contact
details for the TDLC reps at the
May 30th meeting.

T: (604)248-8648

Date
June 25, 2018

July 11, 2018

Activity
sent email to TLC

received email from
TDLC

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Assistant at Tulita
Land Corp

Request names, titles and
contact details for the TLC
reps at May 30th meeting.

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir, TDLC,
cc'd to Clarence
Campbell & Cynthia
Levy

TDLC request fax number
for Evrim as do not have
Reply: Evrim provided TDLC
scanner; want to send
with a fax number.
signed draft temporary
access agreement.

July 11, 2018

received fax from
TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir, TDLC.

TDLC provide Evrim with
a draft Temporary Access
Re: Sahtu title (surface rights)
Agreement signed by
lands around Mile 222.
Clarence Campbell,
President. .

July 13,, 2018

sent email to TLC

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Exec Dir, TLC

Request names, titles and
contact details for the TLC
reps at May 30th meeting.
TDLC noted that Evrim's
letter to TDLC setting out
the short work program,
related to the desired
Evrim Reply: Evrim confirms.
access agreement,
should be attached to the
draft Temporary Access
Agreement as Exhibit "A".
Please confirm.

received email from
TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir, TDLC.

July 14, 2018

email sent to TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir, TDLC.

July 16, 2018

received email from
TLC

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Exec Dir, TLC

July 13, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim confirms it will
attach the said letter to
the draft access
agreement.
Exec Dir provide pdf
listing of TLC Board &
Staff members.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Evrim also said the company
will discuss and review the
draft and get back to the
TDLC.

T: (604)248-8648

Date
July 16, 2018

August 27, 2018

August 28, 2018

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

sent email to TLC

Michael
Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Exec Dir, TLC

Thank you for the list of
board members & staff.

email sent to TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

S Hodgson, C
Campbell, J Bayha,
A Gaudet & Ex Dir L
Reindeer

Evrim confirmed interest
in working on Sahtu
Lands at Mile 222 as per
draft Access Agreement.

email sent to NWLC & Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services
NWRRC

Evrim requested possible
Sherry Hodgson,
September dates to meet
NWLC & Ruby
in Norman Well. Or
McDonald, NWRRC around the Geoscience
Forum in November.
Forwarded copy to RH, of
email to TDLC members
re Sahtu Surface Rights
Draft Access Agreement.

August 28, 2018

email sent to FNMLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Richard Hardy,
President FNMLC

September 10, 2018

received email from
TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

September 10, 2018

received email from
TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

September 12, 2018

sent email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

September 14, 2018

email sent to TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

October 3, 2018

email from TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

info@evrimresources.com

Purpose

Please delete Clarence
Campbell from TDLC &
TDBC distribution list.
TDLC has agreed to
reduce the cost of the
Access Agreement to
$5000.00.
has a new President been
named?

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

Request TDLC re-draft
the letter & send to Evrim.
Request change the term
to June 15, 2019 to
September 15, 2019.

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

Sherry Hodgson is the
VP.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Notes

Requested negotiation on
access fee suggesting $5,000
vs $10,000.

David Menacho has been
named to the TDLC & TDBC
on interim basis.
In response to Evrim email
request dated August 27th.
or, is there an interim/acting
President?
Change of term requested as
the 2018 work program has
been completed. Need to do
the work next year (2019).
TDLC will appoint a new
President at upcoming
meeting.

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

October 3, 2018

email from TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

TDLC has amended the
fee and date on Access
Agreement letter.

October 5, 2018

email to TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Louise Reindeer,
Exec. Dir., TDLC

Thank you. Please send
a copy of the amended
agreement.

October 11, 2018

email to Land
Corporations &
Renewable Resource
Councils

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services;
ccd C Funk, L Pryer
& M Cunningham

Presidents & Exec
Directors of TDLC,
TLC, NWLC,
FNMLC, NWRRC &
TRRC

2018 summer field
program wrapped up;
should have most results
by mid-Nov;

October 11, 2018

email from FNMLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Richard (Rick)
Hardy, Pres.,
FNMLC

request copy of agenda
for Geoscience Forum;
trying to get GNWT reps
to Tulita for Nov 26;

suggest meetings in Norman
Wells & Tulita immediately
after NWT Geoscience Forum
(Nov 20-22); or suggest
alternate dates; will follow-up
next week;
main concern right now is the
GNWT work on the Boreal
Caribou as an endangered
species;

October 11, 2018

email to FNMLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Richard (Rick)
Hardy, Pres.,
FNMLC

sent 2 links for the
Geoscience Forum &
Technical Program

heard from TRRC re mountain
caribou but nothing about the
GNWT & Boreal Caribou

October 11, 2018

email from FNMLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Richard (Rick)
Hardy, Pres.,
FNMLC

forwarded email string re
GNWT & Boreal Caribou
with map & link;

comment: GNWT & Boreal
Caribou area of interest does
not appear to overlap Evrim
project area of interest

October 12, 2018

email to FNMLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services

Richard (Rick)
Hardy, Pres.,
FNMLC

Thank you for the map &
link; we will read through
the materials

email from TDLC

Stewart Harris, VP
Technical Services;
ccd S Hodgson, R
Hardy, J Bayha & L
Doctor

TDLC Board
Members met &
agreed to meet with
Evrim on Nov 26 in
Norman Wells & Nov
27 in Tulita;

October 16, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Will anyone from the TDLC be
in Yellowknife in November for
the NWT Geoscience Forum?

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir., TDLC

October 19, 2018

phone call to TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir., TDLC

October 22, 2018

email from TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir., TDLC

October 18, 2018

October 22, 2018

October 22, 2018

October 22, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

phone call to TDLC

email from FNMLC

email to TDLC Board
Members

Purpose
Evrim requested
consideration of meeting
dates other than proposed
by TDLC (Nov 26-27);
suggest Nov 23-26;
M Cunningham phone
called office five times to
follow-up on email; no
answer;
received email; will reply
later today

Notes
however, if not possible, then
Evrim will work with the dates
of Mon Nov 26 in Norman
Wells & Tue Nov 27 in Tulita;
need to schedule meetings;
office closed?

M Cunningham,
consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Exec Dir., TDLC

M Cunningham phone
called: LR says weekend
meetings very unlikely as
people will have been, or
will still be, travelling;

M Cunningham,
consultant

Richard (Rick)
Hardy, Pres.,
FNMLC; cc TDLC
Board Members

outlined possible
meetings on Fri Nov 23 in
Tulita (charter in/out) &
Sat Nov 24 in Norman
Wells (charter members
in/out);

TDLC Board
Members; all

set out likely schedule: arrive
in Norman Wells 2pm Mon &
in reply to RH & ShH
meet with NWLC & NWRRC;
emails re Evrim's
stay overnight; fly to Tulita on
proposed alternate dates;
Tue am; meet with TDLC, TLC,
appreciate consideration
FNMLC & TRRC on Tue; stay
& the options proposed;
overnight; fly to Yellowknife
however, seems too
Wed am; will seek advice
challenging & costly to
about when/how to hold public
manage; therefore, stick
meetings in future; addressed
with original TDLC dates;
issue of information sharing update 2018 & plans for 2019;

M Cunningham,
consultant

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

M Cunningham: ok, will work
with the TDLC proposed dates
of Mon Nov 26 in Norman
Wells & Tue Nov 27 in Tulita;
commented for clarification:
Evrim providing information;
this is not 'consultation'; there
are no LUPs or WLs
applications yet;

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

October 23, 2018

email to Tulita based
land claim
M Cunningham,
organizations: TDLC, consultant
TLC, FNMLC & TRRC

October 23, 2018

email to Norman Wells
based land claim
M Cunningham,
organizations: NWLC consultant
& NWRRC

October 24, 2018

email from NWLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, 2018

email to NWLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

email to NWRRC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, 2018

Community
Contact

Notes

S Hodgson, L
Doctor, R Hardy, L
Reindeer, R
McPherson, & R
Norwegian

email to confirm meetings
in Tulita on Tue Nov 27;
ask Exec Dir to help
separate or joint; arrive
coordinate;
about 9:30am; stay
overnight;

S Hodgson & R
McDonald

email to confirm meetings
in Norman Wells on Mon
Nov 26; separate or joint;
arrive about 2pm; stay
overnight;

S Hodgson; cc
NWRRC, S Harris,
Tara Hodgson

Yes, Mon Nov 26 from 34pm at NWLC office;

S Hodgson & cc'd

thank you

R McDonald

request NWRRC confirm
available to meet in
Norman Wells on Mon
Nov 26 after 3pm

October 25, 2018

email to TDLC, TLC,
FNMLC & TRRC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Reindeer & cc'd

October 25, 2018

email from NWRRC

M Cunningham,
consultant

R McDonald, Sec,
NWRRC

October 25, 2018

email from NWRRC

M Cunningham,
consultant

R McDonald, Sec,
NWRRC

October 25, 2018

email to NWLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

S Hodgson, Pres,
NWLC

October 25, 2018

email from TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

info@evrimresources.com

Purpose

request confirmation of
availability to meet in
Tulita on Tue Nov 27 after
10am
NWRRC can meet with
Evrim at same time as the time/place to be confirmed;
NWLC;
thank you; likely 3-4pm at
NWLC office
RM at NWRRC has
confirmed they can meet
at same time/place as
NWLC
confirm TDLC Members
agreed to original dates
so should have marked
their calendars

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date
October 25, 2018

Activity
email to TDLC

Proponent
Contact
M Cunningham,
consultant

Community
Contact
L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

Purpose
thank you; take email as
confirmation of meeting
with TDLC in Tulita Tue
Nov 27;

R Hardy, Pres,
request noon hour
FNMLC; cc S
Hodgson, J Bayha, L meeting between Evrim &
FNMLC (if available);
Doctor & R
McPherson
no meeting times have
R Hardy & cc
been set; ;
no hotel in Norman Wells
S Hodgson, Pres,
is owned by a land claim
NWLC
organization;
either President, Exec Dir
Candice Fraser,
or a delegate should be
Membership,
available to meet on Tue
FNMLC
Nov 27
Candice Fraser,
thank you; let's keep in
Membership,
touch to confirm timing
FNMLC

Notes
Evrim will make travel
arrangements accordingly

October 25, 2018

email from FNMLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, 2018

email to FNMLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, 2018

email from NWLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, 2018

email from FNMLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, ,2018

email to FNMLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

October 25, ,2018

phone call & email re
TRRC

M Cunningham,
consultant

Nadine Menacho,
Secretary, TRRC

TRRC would like to meet
at 1-2pm, Tue Nov 27

October 25, 2018

email to TRRC

M Cunningham,
consultant

Nadine Menacho,
Secretary, TRRC

thank you; scheduled for
1:15 - 2:15pm Tue Nov
27;

October 25, 2018

email to FNMLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

R Hardy & C Fraser

thank you for your emails;
scheduled for 12noon 1pm Tue Nov 27;

October 25, 2018

email from TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

so far, you have FNMLC
12noon-1pm & TRRC
1:15-2:15pm;

October 25, 2018

email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

yes; FNMLC & TRRC
TDLC meeting 3-4pm works
meetings as you indicate; for Evrim; thank you;

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

have asked the Exec Dir to
assist in scheduling
the Sahtu Dene Inn is owned
by the 4 Dene bands in the
area;

need 15 min to get between
meetings;

suggest TDLC 3-4pm Tue Nov
27

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

October 25, 2018

email from TLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir;
TLC

October 25, 2018

email to TLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir;
TLC

October 25, 2018

email from TLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir;
TLC

October 25,, 2018

email to TLC

M Cunningham,
consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir;
TLC

November 26, 2018

email to NWLC,
NWRRC, TDLC, TLC, S Harris, VP, Evrim
FNMLC, TRRC

November 26, 2018

phone call to TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

phone called to discuss
No answer. Left message on
cancelled flight & request
answering machine.
to change meeting day.

November 26, 2018

email from NWLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

S Hodgson, Pres.,
NWLC

November 26, 2018

email to NWLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

S Hodgson, Pres.,
NWLC

November 26, 2018

email from FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

Asked - what is the
proposed time change?
Request, same time but
on Tuesday instead of
Monday.
In light of your various
planned meetings, what
groups need to
reschedule

November 26, 2018

phone call from NWLC S Harris, VP, Evrim

Delaney at NWLC

Request to move meeting Ruby McDonald, NWRRC, is
back one day should be
on course today so Tuesday
ok; will confirm later.
should be better for her.

November 26, 2018

email from FNMLC

Candice Fraser,
FNMLC

I will have to get back to
you about rescheduling
for Wednesday.

info@evrimresources.com

S Harris, VP, Evrim

suggests 10-11am on Tue
Nov 27 will work for TLC
Thank you; 10-11am on
Tue Nov 27 works for
Evrim;
you should be on time as
flight leaves Norman
Wells at 9am

assuming we arrive on time at
9:30am from Norman Wells
will book time aside for the
Board to meet with Evrim

thank you

Apologies. AC flight from
Presidents &/or VP & Vancouver to Yellowknife
Executive Directors was cancelled due to
weather.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Request all meetings be
delayed by one day. M
Cunningham will phone call to
follow-up & confirm.

T: (604)248-8648

Date
November 26, 2018

Activity
email to FNMLC

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Candice Fraser,
FNMLC

Purpose

Notes

Thank you. Look forward
to hearing from you.
Sorry but I'm leaving
Tulita on Wednesday am.
Might see you at the
airport.
Assuming flights can be
Could we meet in Norman
rebooked, we will be in
Wells on Tuesday, 3-4pm?
Norman Wells on
Would that work for you?
Tuesday.

November 26, 2018

email from FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 26, 2018

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 26, 2018

email to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir,
TLC

As we discussed, we wish
to reschedule our planned Please see the attached
meeting from Tuesday to revised meeting schedule.
Wednesday.

November 26, 2018

email from TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir,
TLC

Yes, the TLC is ok to
meet at 10am on
Wednesday.

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

I am President of the
FNMLC and our office is
in Tulita. I'm leaving there
on Wednesday and do not
plan on being in Norman
Wells this week.

I could come to Vancouver to
meet for with you for a briefing
on December 10th if that works
for you.

I look forward to an
introductory meeting at
the Tulita airport
Wednesday am.

Meeting in Vancouver on
December 10th for an update
is good for us. Will there be
other members of the FNMLC
available to meet with us in
Tulita on Wednesday
(tomorrow)?

November 26, 2018

November 26, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

email from FNMLC

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

November 26, 2018

email to TRRC and
email & phone call to
Rocky Norwegian

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Evrim requests
rescheduling our planned
TRRC & Rocky
Norwegian, Advisor, meeting by one day - to
Wednesday. Will that
TRRC
work for you & the TRRC?

November 26, 2018

email from TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R Norwegian,
Advisor, TRRC

We can meet at our office
in the RD Clement
building at 1:15pm.

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Delaney at NWLC

thank you for your phone
call earlier today. I can
confirm 3 of us will be
arriving in Norman Wells
tomorrow (Tuesday) but
on a slightly earlier flight.

Did you manage to speak with
Ruby McDonald re the
meeting? We had planned for
3-4pm but our schedule is
more open so anytime in the
afternoon will work for us.

I hope so (that other
FNMLC members might
be available to meet).

I'll leave that to Roseanne.
Check with her on Tuesday.
Her email is in the cc to this
email.

November 26, 2018

email to NWLC &
NWRRC

November 26, 2018

email from FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 26, 2018

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 27, 2018

email from FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 27, 2018

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 27, 2018

email to Two Rivers
Hotel & D Yakeleya

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Danny Yakeleya,
Mgr, Two Rivers
Hotel

We have reservations for
two nights at the hotel
(Tue & Wed). We arrive in
Tulita on North Wright Air
at about 9:20am.

November 27, 2018

email from D Yakeleya M Cunningham,
Consultant
at Two Rivers Hotel

Danny Yakeleya,
Mgr, Two Rivers
Hotel

Someone will pick you up
at the airport in the
morning.

info@evrimresources.com

We will follow up with
Roseann tomorrow.
Sorry but Roseann will not
be back in the office until
Thursday.
That's a shame but I
agree, let's cancel the
(Tulita) meeting.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Please see the attached
revised meeting schedule.
Spoke with RN - said change
of meeting day should be ok.

Best that we cancel the
meeting and I'll see you in
Vancouver in December.
We'll look forward to seeing
you in December.
I am requesting that someone
from the hotel can pick us up at
the airport or is there a taxi
service?

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

November 27, 2018

email to Two Rivers
Hotel & D Yakeleya

November 27, 2018

email from D Yakeleya M Cunningham,
Consultant
at Two Rivers Hotel

November 27, 2018

email to Two Rivers
Hotel & D Yakeleya

November 27, 2018

November 27, 2018

November 27, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

email to TRRC & R
Norwegian

meeting with NWLC

phone call from TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

M Cunningham,
Consultant

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Community
Contact

Notes

Danny Yakeleya,
Mgr, Two Rivers
Hotel
Danny Yakeleya,
Mgr, Two Rivers
Hotel

Flight to Tulita is delayed.
Not sure when they'll tell us
Still sitting in Norman
what's going on.
Wells.
I have another
appointment at 9:30 hope to make it.

Danny Yakeleya,
Mgr, Two Rivers
Hotel

We are now told that flight
I'm guessing arrive in Tulita
should board at 9:45 and
about 10:15am.
depart right away.

TRRC & Rocky
Norwegian

Our meeting with you is
scheduled for 1:15 2:15pm tomorrow (Wed).
But the meeting just
before that has been
cancelled so we could
meet earlier, if you prefer.

This is an information session brief company overview, bit of
a history of their Mackenzie
Mts project, a summary of the
2018 work program and a look
forward to a possible 2019 field
program.

In Norman Wells,
Presentation &
Discussion. Left copy of
ppt with commitment to
send revised/updated ppt
via email. Also, left large
scale maps of project
area for review.

Agreed on tentative dates for
another meeting - a pre-LUP
application review meeting.
Week of January 14-18, 2019.

LR has been out of town
& didn't get message re
change of meeting day.

Will not be in Tulita until
Thursday. VP is Acting
President & lives in Norman
Wells. Likely no meeting with
Evrim on Wednesday in Tulita.

S Harris, L Pryer & M Sherry Hodgson &
Cunningham of
Lisa McDonald,
Evrim
NWLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Purpose

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

November 27, 2018

November 28, 2018

November 28, 2018

November 28, 2018

November 28, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

In Norman Wells,
Presentation &
Discussion. Left copy of
S Harris, L Pryer & M
Ruby McDonald, Sec- ppt with commitment to
meeting with NWRRC Cunningham of
Treasurer, NWRRC send revised/updated ppt
Evrim
via email. Also, left large
scale maps of project
area for review.
We'll just keep the same
email from R
M Cunningham,
Rocky Norwegian,
time as the Board is
Consultant
Advisor, TRRC
Norwegian at TRRC
already informed about
the 1:15pm time.
email to NWLC &
NWRRC

meeting with TLC

meeting with TRRC

Notes

Agreed on tentative dates for
another meeting - a pre-LUP
application review meeting.
Week of January 14-18, 2019.

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Sherry Hodgson &
Lisa McDonald,
NWLC. Ruby
McDonald, NWRRC.

Please see the attached
Thank you for taking time
revised/updated ppt
to meet with us yesterday;
presentation. We look forward
good to meet face-toto meeting again the week of
face.
January 14-18, 2019.

S Harris, VP, Evrim
& M Cunningham,
Consultant

TLC representatives:
David Menacho; Lyle
Etchinelle; Dawn
Widow; Stella B
Yallee; & Sally Ann
Tatti

In Tulita, Presentation &
Discussion. Left copy of
ppt with commitment to
send revised/updated ppt
via email. Also, left large
scale maps of project
area for review. Meeting
notes.

Agreed on tentative dates for
another meeting - a pre-LUP
application review meeting.
Week of January 14-18, 2019.

S Harris, VP, Evrim
& M Cunningham,
Consultant

TRRC
representatives:
Gordon Yakeleya
(Pres.); Fred
Clement; Rod Yallee;
Richard Andrew;
David Menacho; &
Rocky Norwegian
(Advisor)

In Tulita, Presentation &
Discussion. Left copy of
ppt with commitment to
send revised/updated ppt
via email. Also, left large
scale maps of project
area for review. Meeting
notes.

Discussion of TK study/report Evrim requested proposal &
budget from TRRC. Agreed on
tentative dates for another
meeting - a pre-LUP
application review meeting.
Week of January 14-18, 2019.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

November 28, 2018

Activity

email to TRRC & R
Norwegian

Proponent
Contact

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Community
Contact

Purpose

TRRC & Rocky
Norwegian, Advisor

Please see attached copies of
Glad we could meet, even the updated ppt presentation
briefly, at Tulita airport.
on the company and the
Look forward to seeing
project - 2018 review and 2019
you in Vancouver in
plans. Also, we are planning
December.
another set of meetings the
week of January 14-18, 2019.

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

November 29, 2018

email from NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Good morning. Thanks
Ruby McDonald, Secfor the presentation and
Treasurer, NWRRC
good to meet face to face

November 29, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

email from TRRC

email to NWRRC

Re: TK Study Report - Evrim
will send more detailed maps.
Please send us a copy of the
TRRC questionnaire. Look
forward to meeting again the
week of January 14-18, 2019.

Thank you for meeting
with us. Please see
attached revised /
updated ppt presentation.

November 28, 2018

November 29, 2018

Notes

Excites me to know possible
See you in January. If you employment & opportunities
need anything prior, let
may be available to our people
me know.
now and int eh future if
successful.

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Rocky Norwegian,
Advisor, TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

One item we did not discuss
was: given what you heard,
Thank you for meeting
does the NWRRC feel that ehy
with us on Tuesday.
should provide a traditional
Ruby McDonald, Secknowledge (TK) report to Evrim
Sorry it was rushed Treasurer, NWRRC
please send me any other to help guide the field program
questions you might have. project planning? If so, what is
the process, timing and can
you provide a budget estimate.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

December 3, 2018

email from TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 3, 2018

email from TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 3, 2018

email to TRRC & R
Norwegian

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 3, 2018

email to TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Community
Contact

Purpose

Donation request letter to
Evrim from TRRC for
Nadine Menacho,
Christmas turkeys, as
Office Mgr., TRRC
discussed briefly with
Gordon during the
meeting in Tulita.
TRRC Traditional
Knowledge (TK) study
Nadine Menacho,
proposal, questionnaire
Office Mgr., TRRC
and budget for
consideration.
Thank you for the study
Nadine Menacho,
proposal. We will get
TRRC & Rocky
back to you shortly,
Norwegian, Advisor,
possibly with some
TRRC
additional questions.
Thank you for the
Nadine Menacho,
donation request. I will
Office Mgr., TRRC
review it with the mgmt.
team.

Notes

Re: Evrim's 'Astro' project in
the Doi T'oh area, Tulita
District, Sahtu Region.
Also, we will get a couple of
hardcopies copies of the Astro
project area, at a 1:50,000
scale, sent to you.

December 5, 2018

email to TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Nadine Menacho,
Office Mgr., TRRC

To do so in time for Christmas,
please provide banking
Evrim would like to
information so we can do an
proceed with the donation
electronic funds transfer (EFT).
for Christmas turkeys.
Or, we can send a cheque by
Canada Post.

December 5, 2018

email from TDLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

Did Evrim receive the first We are following up since we
(access) agreement for
have not received payment for
2018, with signatures?
the (access) agreement.

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

Good to hear from you,
sorry we missed you in
Tulita last week. No, I do
not believe we did receive
a copy of the amended
agreement with
signatures.

December 5, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

email to TDLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

The amended agreement had
the dates revised to 2019 send
the field program had been
completed in early September.

T: (604)248-8648

Date
December 5, 2018

December 6, 2018

Activity
email from TRRC

email to TDLC

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose
Thank you for the
donation for Christmas
turkeys.

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Nadine Menacho,
Office Mgr., TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

We have reviewed our
email correspondence
and there was no signed
Sherry Hodgson,
President & Louise original. Evrim had asked
Reindeer, Exec Dir., if we could amend the
effective dates so that the
TDLC
exploration work could be
carried out in 2019.
The TRRC TK study
proposal, questionnaire
and budget are
acceptable to Evrim.
What do you require to
proceed?

Notes
Banking information provided
so Evrim can do EFT electronic funds transfer.
Can ShH please confirm the
status of the surface rights
(access) agreement? We
could work to finalizing the
agreement when we are
meeting the week of January
14-18, 2019.
Evrim had a couple of
suggestions for additional
questions and a few questions
about what would be included
in the report and plotted on the
maps.

December 6, 2018

email to TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Nadine Menacho,
Office Mgr., TRRC

December 6, 2018

email to NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Following up on Nov 29
Ruby McDonald, SecPlease provide NWRRC's
email re NWRRC possibly
Treasurer, NWRRC
thought on this question.
doing a TK study/report.
Suggested meeting in
Vancouver on
Wednesday December
12th.
Wed Dec 12th is fine.
Provided office address.

December 8, 2018

email from FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

December 10, 2018

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

December 10, 2018

email from NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

The NWRRC is interested
Ruby McDonald, Sec- n doing a TK study for the
Treasurer, NWRRC planned 2019 summer
exploration program.

December 10, 2018

email to FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

R Hardy, President,
FNMLC

info@evrimresources.com

Will come in morning and head
home in early afternoon.

The process is: we submit a
budget and if Evrim accepts
then we hire someone to put it
together and send it to you.

We will expect you around
10am. Thank you.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1
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Date

December 11, 2018

December 11, 2018

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Purpose

Notes

email to Land
Corporations &
Renewable Resource
S Harris, VP, Evrim
Councils: TDLC, TLC,
FNMLC, TRRC, NWLC
& NWRRC

Presidents, VP, &
Executive Directors

Thank you for meeting
with us on our revised
schedule Nov 27 & 28.
As mentioned, we plan to
submit a LUP application
in early 2019. Before we
do that, we would like to
meet with you to discuss
the draft documents.
During our November
meetings we heard that
possible meeting dates in
early 2019 are tight.

Therefore, we had proposed
meeting with everyone in the
week of January 14-18, 2019.
We ask that you confirm a date
or dates so we can make our
travel and other arrangements.
M Cunningham will follow-up to
confirm.

email to NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

M Cunningham passed
along that the NWRRC is
interested in doing a TK
Ruby McDonald, Secstudy for our Astro
Treasurer, NWRRC
project. Please forward
Evrim a study proposal
and budget.

Please explain in the proposal
how the TK study would be
carried out. We are preparing
1:50,000 scale maps to send to
you for the TK study - what is
the best way to get them to
you?

We have 1:50,000 scale
maps of the project area
Nadine Menacho,
for the planned TK study.
Office Mgr., TRRC &
They can be printed in
Rocky Norwegian,
Yellowknife. What is the
Advisor
best way to get them to
you?

There were a couple of
questions about how the TK
study would be done and
possible additional questions to
consider. Is there anything
else the TRRC requires to
proceed with the TK study?

December 11, 2018

email to TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 11,, 2018

email from NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 11,, 2018

email to NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

info@evrimresources.com

Community
Contact

The hard copy maps
Ruby McDonald, Seccould be sent to us via
Treasurer, NWRRC
Canadian North.
Thank you. And, request
Ruby McDonald, Sec- confirmation of NWRRC
Treasurer, NWRRC office address in Norman
Wells.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

December 11,, 2018

email from NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

NWRRC: PO Box 520, 9
Ruby McDonald, SecWoodland Drive, Norman
Treasurer, NWRRC
Wells, NT X0E 0V0

December 11,, 2018

email to NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Ruby McDonald, Sec- thank you, we will update
Treasurer, NWRRC our files.

December 12,, 2018

meeting with FNMLC

S Harris, VP, Evrim
& M Cunningham,
Consultant

December 12, 2018

email from NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 12, 2018

email from TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 12, 2018

email from TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Rick Hardy,
President, FNMLC

Meeting in Vancouver:
Evrim provided overview
& update ppt as done in
Norman Wells & Tulita
meetings Nov 27-28,
2019. Meeting notes.

The week of Jan 14-18,
Ruby McDonald, Sec- 2019 is not good for me
Treasurer, NWRRC personally - the next week
would be better.
The Jan 14-18, 2019
Nadine Menacho,
dates work for the TRRC
Office Mgr., TRRC
Board here.
Thank you for the
donation for Christmas
Rocky Norwegian,
turkeys. The fastest way
Advisor., TRRC
to get the maps here is
via courier.

December 12, 2018

email to NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Maps for the TK study
Ruby McDonald, Sec- should be delivered to you
Treasurer, NWRRC in Norman Wells via North
Wright Air later today.

December 12, 2018

email to NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

The maps should be on
Ruby McDonald, Secthe North Wright Air flight
Treasurer, NWRRC
arriving at 6pm today.

December 13, 2018

phone call to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Executive Director,
TLC

info@evrimresources.com

Notes

FNMLC usually leaves
technical review of LUP
applications to the SLWB.
Main areas of interest & focus
are local benefits employment, contracts,
engagement, etc.
I do not know what the
schedule is for ShH and the
NWLC - they will let you know.

We can ask the Elders about
migration patterns and
locations will be identified on
the maps.
Please let me know when you
have received them all right.
We look forward to receiving
you proposal on the TK study.

phone called to try to
No answer. Left message on
confirm meeting dates for
answering machine.
Jan 14-18, 2010.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1
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Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

email to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Executive Director,
TLC

Email to TLC asked about
their donation request &
to try to confirm meeting
dates for Jan 14-18, 2019.

email to NWLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Sherry Hodgson,
President, NWLC

We would like to confirm
the NWLC is available to If you confirm then we can start
meet with Evrim the week the planning process.
of Jan 14-18, 2019.

December 14, 2018

email from NWLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Sherry Hodgson,
President, NWLC

December 14, 2018

email from NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 14, 2018

email to NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

December 14, 2018

December 14, 2018

Only Mon Jan 14, 2019 is
Jan 15th is booked now so
open currently - in the
cannot meet then.
afternoon or early
evening.
I picked up the maps from
Ruby McDonald, SecNorth Wright this morning.
Treasurer, NWRRC
Thanks.
Ruby McDonald, Sec- Thank you for confirm
Treasurer, NWRRC receipt of the maps.

phone call to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Executive Director,
TLC

I spoke with LD re the
donation request and
asking for confirmation of
planned meeting on
January 16-17, 2019. She
said she would get back
to me on Mon Dec 16th.

December 17, 2018

email from TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Executive Director,
TLC

Attachment: Letter
requesting a donation to
buy Christmas food
hampers

December 17, 2018

phone calls to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lorraine Doctor,
Executive Director,
TLC

Left message requesting
TLC-Evrim meeting
confirmation date.

December 14, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

We look forward to receiving a
proposal on the TK study.
LD indicated they were
interested in a donation and
they had tentatively blocked off
the week of Jan 14-18, 2019 to
meet with Evrim. She would
check with David Menacho
when he gets back in the
office.

Evrim available in Tulita on
either Wed Jan 16th or Thu
Jan 17th.

T: (604)248-8648

Date
December 18, 2018

Activity
call from TLC

Proponent
Contact
M Cunningham,
Consultant

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

Receptionist, TLC

Passed along message
TLC confirms they can meet
from LD & D Menacho re with Evrim on either Wed Jan
meeting.
16th or Thu Jan 17th.

December 18, 2018

email to NWLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Sherry Hodgson,
President, NWLC

Follow-up to our Nov 27th
meeting and our enquiry
about someone in
Norman Wells helping us
organize a community
open-house session when
we are in Norman Wells
for meetings January 1415, 2019.

December 18, 2018

email from NWLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Sherry Hodgson,
President, NWLC

Yes, Delanie McDonald in
our office is the person to
talk to.

email to TRRC &
phone call to Rocky
Norwegian, Advisor

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Can you please confirm
Nadine Menacho,
the mailing address for
Office Mgr., TRRC &
the TRRC? Left voice
Rocky Norwegian,
message for Rocky
Advisor
Norwegian.

December 18, 2018

email from TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Nadine Menacho,
Office Mgr., TRRC & Address: TRRC, PO Box
29, Tulita, NT X0E 0K0
Rocky Norwegian,
Advisor

December 18, 2018

email from FNMLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Please use:
Auto Reply: old email
membershipno60@gmail.com
address no longer in use.
and/or exec_dir@fnmlc.ca

email from FNMLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Re: Community OpenHouse session in Tulita can only suggest BJ
Services for catering.

December 18, 2018

December 18, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Sh H and Lisa McDonald
suggested that someone in the
NWLC office could help with
that. Can you please put me in
touch with that person? As you
know, time is short.

Also, the maps for the TK study
are ready to be sent out. What
is the best way to get them to
you? Later - spoke with RN suggested send maps via
North Wright Air addressed to
Roy Desjarlais.

provided list of FNMLC emails:
membership@fnmlc.ca; or,
president@fnmlc.ca; or,
exec_dir@fnmlc

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

December 18, 2018

email to TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

December 18, 2018

email from TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Four maps for the TK
Nadine Menacho,
study should be on the
Addressed to Roy Desjarlai, as
Office Mgr., TRRC &
North Wright Air flight
requested.
Rocky Norwegian,
from Yellowknife to Tulita
Advisor
tomorrow.
Rocky Norwegian,
Ok. Thanks. I'll let him
Advisor, TRRC
know.

December 19, 2018

email from NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Ruby McDonald, Sec- NWRRC will be doing the We will get the proposal to your
Treasurer, NWRRC TK study for Evrim.
office as soon as we can.

S Harris, VP, Evrim

We are pleased that the
NWRRC will be doing a
TK study for us; we look
forward to receiving your
proposal. A number of
Ruby McDonald, Sec- other land claim
Treasurer, NWRRC organizations have
indicated they are
available to meet the
week of Jan 14-18, 2019;
therefore we must
proceed with that plan.

December 19, 2018

December 19, 2018

December 20, 2018

info@evrimresources.com

email to NWRRC

email to TRRC

email from NWRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

S Harris, VP, Evrim

The maps for the TK
Nadine Menacho,
study have been sent via
Office Mgr., TRRC &
North Wright Air today;
Rocky Norwegian,
they should arrive about
Advisor
5:40pm.
I will ask my Board to
attend the Jan 2019
Ruby McDonald, Sec- meeting and take notes. I
Treasurer, NWRRC will look into the idea of a
video conference phone
call later.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Tentative plan: in Norman
Wells Jan 14-15 and in Tulita
Jan 16-17, 2019. We hope
that other members of the
NWRRC, especially the TK
group, can meet with us in
Norman Wells. Also, we would
be pleased to schedule a
conference phone call or video
conference phone call with you,
at a later date, to review the
material presented at the
January 14-18, 2019 sessions.
Please let us know when you
have received them. Thank
you.
Question - has Evrim talked to
the community of Ross River
about your plans in the
Mackenzie Mts?

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Thank you. Should M
Ruby McDonald, SecCunningham contact RM
Treasurer, NWRRC
or Lisa McDonald

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Louise Reindeer,
Executive Director,
TDLC

TDLC office will be closed
for the holidays from noon
on Dec 21 and reopen
January 3, 2019.

email to TRRC

S Harris, VP, Evrim

Nadine Menacho,
Office Mgr., TRRC &
Rocky Norwegian,
Advisor

Just checking to see if
you received the maps for
the TK study that were
sent via North Wright Air.

January 2, 2019

email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Evrim requests to meet
L Reindeer, Exec
with TDLC as part of their Evrim requested time on Thu
Dir, TDLC; R Hardy,
Jan 10th.
upcoming meetings in
Pres FNMLC
Calgary.

January 3, 2019

email to NWLC &
NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

S Hodgson &
Delanie McDonald
(NWLC) & R
McDonald (NWRRC)

Request guidance &
assistance re holding a
Evrim had many questions.
community open house in
Norman Wells.

January 3, 2019

email to NWLC &
NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

S Hodgson,
President, NWLC

Evrim outlined purpose of
Request confirmation of
meeting as reviewing planned
1.5-2 hr meeting Mon pm
2019 work program & draft
Jan 14
LUP application materials.

email to NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R McDonald, SecTreas, NWRRC

Request confirmation of
1.5-2 hr meeting Tue am
Jan 15.

call from TLC office

M Cunningham,
Consultant

TLC office staff

Message: DM & LD gave
ok for meeting either Wed
16th or Thu 17th Jan
2019.

December 20, 2018

December 20, 2018

December 20, 2018

January 3, 2019

January 3, 2019

info@evrimresources.com

email to NWRRC

email from TDLC

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Evrim outlined purpose of
meeting as reviewing planned
2019 work program & draft
LUP application materials.

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

L Doctor, Exec Dir,
TLC

Options: Wed Jan 16, 1:30 Request TLC provide their
3pm; or Thu Jan 17, 9:30 best day/date option for
11am; or Thu Jan 17, 1:30 meeting with Evrim
3pm.

January 3, 2019

email to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

January 3, 2019

email from TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir,
TLC

TLC said: The 16th
afternoon will work for us.

January 3, 2019

email to TDLC, TLC,
FNMLC, TRRC & R
Norwegian

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, L
Doctor, FNMLC,
TRRC & R
Norwegian

Request guidance &
assistance in hosting a
community open house in Evrim had many questions.
Tulita - Wed 16th or Thu
17th Jan 2019.

January 3, 2019

email from FNMLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Membership,
FNMLC

To rent meeting hall, call
the Hamlet office at 867588-4471.

January 3, 2019

call to Tulita Hamlet
Office

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lindsay Norwegian, Evrim called to ask about
Discussed size of room
Admin Ass't, Hamlet renting a meeting hall for
needed and costs.
of Tulita
a community open house.

January 3, 2019

email from Tulita
Hamlet Office

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Hamlet emailed the
Lindsay Norwegian,
Hamlet Rental Form for
Admin Ass't, Hamlet
Evrim to fill out &
of Tulita
email/fax back.

January 3, 2019

email to Tulita Hamlet M Cunningham,
Consultant
Office

January 3, 2019

email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

Follow-up to previous
Evrim suggested later in the
email requesting meeting day - 3-5pm, if that works
with TDLC in Calgary.
better for TDLC.

January 3, 2019

email from TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

Re Community Open
House in Tulita suggestions.

info@evrimresources.com

Provided a number of
suggestions for the community
open house in Tulita.

Lindsay Norwegian,
Got it - thank you. Will get
Admin Ass't, Hamlet
it filled out and sent back.
of Tulita

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Suggested: call Hamlet office
to rent space; they can also set
up tables & chairs; etc.

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact
M Cunningham,
Consultant

Community
Contact
L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

Purpose
TDLC confirms meeting
with Evrim Thu Jan 10th,
3:15 - 5pm in Calgary.

January 3, 2019

email from TLDC

January 3, 2019

email to Tulita Hamlet M Cunningham,
Consultant
Office

January 3, 2018

email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

January 4, 2019

email from Tulita
Hamlet Office

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lindsay Norwegian, Received completed
Admin Ass't, Hamlet rental application - Arena
of Tulita
Hall, Jan 16th.

January 4, 2019

email from NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R McDonald,
NWRRC

January 4, 2019

email to Tulita Hamlet M Cunningham,
Consultant
Office

January 4, 2019

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R McDonald,
NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Roseanne
McPherson, Exec
Dir, & Membership,
FNMLC

email to NWRRC

January 4, 2019

email to FNMLC

January 7, 2019

email from FNMLC

January 7, 2019

email to FNMLC

info@evrimresources.com

M Cunningham,
Consultant
M Cunningham,
Consultant

Notes
Requested an Agenda.

Lindsay Norwegian, Evrim emailed the filled-in
Re rental of Arena Hall on Wed
Admin Ass't, Hamlet and signed rental
Jan 16, 5-8pm.
of Tulita
agreement.
Thank you for confirming
the meeting. Agenda is
short.

Agenda: overview of our
DRAFT materials for a land
use permit application for
activities planned for 2019.

NWRRC & NWLC Board
& Members will meet with Mon 14 Jan 2019 after 1pm
Evrim.

Lindsay Norwegian, Thank you for confirming
Admin Ass't, Hamlet receipt. Will call later to
of Tulita
confirm plans.
Thank you for confirming
the meeting with NWRRC
& NWLC Boards &
Members.

Email to try to confirm
day, date & time of
possible meeting with
interested FNMLC
members.
Richard Hardy, Pres, No need to plan a
FNMLC
meeting with FNM.
Richard Hardy, Pres,
Very well, thank you.
FNMLC

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

We are sill finalizing flight
schedules but looks like we
can expect to arrive in Norman
Wells about 2pm
Provided meeting options on
January 16th & 17th. Noted
that Evrim had met with R
Hardy, Pres., in mid-Dec 2018.

T: (604)248-8648

Date

January 8, 2019

January 8, 2018

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

email to BJ Services,
Tulita

M Cunningham,
Consultant

BJ Services, Tulita

I had used the 'contact
box' on BJ website to
request quote for
corporate catering.

email from TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

Asked if M Cunningham
had sent agenda for
meeting in Calgary Jan
10th, 2019?

Notes
I have not heard back. I called
your phone number a number
of times & left message. I
have not heard back.

January 8, 2019

email to TDLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, Exec
Dir, TDLC

Evrim is looking for feedback
Provided a short agenda:
on the DRAFT materials
summary of 2019
prepared for a LUP application,
program & DRAFT LUP
so as to modify if necessary
application for discussion.
before submission.

January 9, 2019

email to TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R Norwegian, staff,
TRRC

asked for a good time to
call re some assistance
on Tulita open house.

January 9, 2019

email to TRRC & R
Norwegian

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Nadine Menacho &
R Norwegian, staff,
TRRC

asked for assistance in finding
outlined tentative plans for
a caterer as cannot seem to
Tulita open house Wed
contact BJ Services, as had
16 Jan at Arena Hall
been suggested.

January 10, 2019

call from TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R Norwegian, staff,
TRRC

called to say he has
someone to do the
catering

January 10, 2019

email from TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

R Norwegian, staff,
TRRC

provided catering contact
information by email

January 11, 2019

email to TDLC, TLC,
RNMLC, TRRC,
Hamlet Office & Two
Rivers Hotel

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Reindeer, L
Doctor, R
Norwegian, Hamlet
Office, Two Rivers
Hotel, Roseann
McPherson

Sent out a poster asking
each recipient to print out
Open House at Tulita Arena
a few copies and post
Hall on Wednesday, January
them in Tulita to advertise
16th from 5-8pm with catering.
the Community Open
House.

info@evrimresources.com

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

connection was bad so he will
email contact information

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose

Notes

R Norwegian, staff,
TRRC

email thanking RN for
putting us in touch with a
caterer.

January 14, 2019

M Cunningham,
email to Hamlet Office
Consultant

Lindsay Norwegian,
Admin Assistant,
Hamlet Office

asked a few questions
about the open house
meeting venue - Arena
Hall

January 14, 2019

email from Hamlet
Office

Lindsay Norwegian,
Admin Assistant,
Hamlet Office

And, yes, can get staff to assist
answered questions: yes
with tea/coffee at open house
there is a screen to use.
but at additional fee.

January 13, 2019

email to TRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

January 13, 2019

email to NWLC &
NWRRC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

January 13, 2019

email to TDLC, TLC,
FNMLC, TRRC,
Hamlet Office & Two
River Hotel

M Cunningham,
Consultant

January 14, 2019

S Harris & L Pryer
meeting with NWLC & (Evrim) & M
Cunningham
NWRRC
(Consultant)

January 14, 2019

email from FNMLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

January 14, 2019

email to FNMLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

info@evrimresources.com

M Cunningham,
Consultant

asked if he knew anyone who
could help at the open house to
make coffee & tea
provided best guess as to
email to ask for final
S Hodgson (NWLC)
arrival time in Norman Wells on
confirmation of time &
& R McDonald
flight from Yellowknife (via
location of meeting Mon
(NWRRC)
Inuvik) - flight sometimes is
Jan 14th in Norman Wells
late.
L Reindeer, L
follow-up email asking for
Doctor, R
assistance in getting the
Norwegian, Hamlet
word out about the
Office, Two Rivers
community open house
Hotel, Roseann
on Wed Jan 16th 5-8pm
McPherson
in Norman Wells:
Review of DRAFT LUP
S Hodgson (NWLC) Presentation, handouts & application materials; asked for
& R McDonald
maps. Overview of past feedback so as to modify, if
(NWRRC)
work & work planned for necessary, prior to submission.
2019.
Meeting Notes.
yes, the open house
Membership,
poster is posted at the
FNMLC
FNMLC office and at the
Northern Store
Membership,
thank you
FNMLC

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

is there a screen or white wall
for a presentation? Is there
someone who could make
tea/coffee at the Arena Hall?

T: (604)248-8648

Date

Activity

Proponent
Contact

Community
Contact

Purpose
thank you for the
information. Yes, we will
take you up on offer of
having staff assist us with
tea/coffee, etc.

January 14, 2019

email to Hamlet Office

M Cunningham,
Consultant

Lindsay Norwegian,
Admin Assistant,
Hamlet Office

January 15, 2019

email from TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir,
TLC

Evrim meeting set for
Wed 1:30pm at TLC
office

January 15, 2019

email to TLC

M Cunningham,
Consultant

L Doctor, Exec Dir,
TLC

thank you for the update.
Yes, we heard about the
AIP signing yesterday.

S Harris & L Pryer
(Evrim) and M
Cunningham
(Consultant)

R McDonald,
Margaret McDonald,
Leon Andrew of
NWRRC & Larry
Trongeau
(Negotiator)

meeting with TRRC

S Harris & L Pryer
(Evrim) and M
Cunningham
(Consultant)

G Yakeleya, Fred
Clement, D
Menacho, R Yallee,
R Andrew (Board)
and S B Yallee & R
Norwegian (staff)

meeting with TLC

S Harris & L Pryer
(Evrim) and M
Cunningham
(Consultant)

D Menacho, Dawn
Widow, L Echinelle,
S B Yallee, Andrea
Bernarde (Board)
and L Doctor & T
Etchinelle (staff)

January 15, 2019

January 16, 2019

January 16, 2019

info@evrimresources.com

meeting with NWRRC

Discussion of traditional
knowledge (TK) study for
Evrim's project. Review
of process of contacting
NWRRC & TRRC
separately re TK study.
NWRRC was not happy
with the process.
in Tulita: Discussion of TK
study. Review of meeting
with NWRRC & their
decision. Met two TRRC
members who will work
on the TK study. Went
through project
presentation, handouts &
maps.
in Tulita: Presentation,
handouts & maps.
Overview of past work &
work planned for 2019.

Evrim Resources Corp.
910-850 West Hastings St., Vancouver, BC V6C 1E1

Notes

FYI - NWLC Self-Government
AIP signing at same time - may
affect open house turnout

In the end, the NWRRC
decided not to do their own TK
study. They will leave it to the
TRRC to do but strongly
suggested a number of
NWRRC members be
interviewed as well. Meeting
Notes.
Overview of past work & work
planned for 2019. Review of
DRAFT LUP application
materials; asked for feedback
so as to modify, if necessary,
prior to submission. Meeting
Notes.
Review of DRAFT LUP
application materials; asked for
feedback so as to modify, if
necessary, prior to submission.
Meeting Notes.

T: (604)248-8648

7. Meeting Minutes
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C3 Alliance Corp
Evrim Resources – Tulita District Land Corporation 30 May 2018 Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Introductory Meeting Evrim – Tulita District Land Corporation (TDLC)
Wednesday, May 30, 2018
12:00pm noon
TDLC Office, Tulita, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Tulita District Land Corp (TDLC)
Evrim Resources Corp.
Clarence Campbell, President (CC)
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Janet Bayha, Secretary-Treasurer (JB)
Laurence, Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Louise Reindeer, Executive Director (LR)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
On Conference Call Phone
Sherry Hodgson, VP (ShH)
Arnold Gaudet, Director (AG)
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and
2. Welcoming Remarks
- CC said that the Tulita Land Corporation (TLC) was meeting at 5pm today. They would
like Evrim to attend that meeting as well.
AI – Evrim agreed – 5:15pm.
- CC and JB commented that “consultation takes placed at the community land
corporation level”.
- CC also mentioned to be aware of the Benefits Corporation.
3. Project Overview by SH and LP – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH and LP provided an overview of the company and the planned 2018 early stage
exploration program based upon a power point presentation and using hard-copy
handouts.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the regional area of interest with SLUP zones, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222,
etc. clearly marked.
AI 2&3 – Evrim committed to send digital copies of the power point presentation to all
the Land Corporations as well as sending hard-copies of the large-scale maps to the
TDLC.

408-688 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6B 1P1, Canada

Office: (604) 343-4847
www.c3alliancecorp.ca

4. General Discussion – ALL
a. TDLC – spoke about Doi T’oh and work being done there this year. The contract
work from last year was not completed. There is about two - three weeks work
left to do. That group will be in there in July to finish last years work; they will not
wait till the end of August. Evrim may not be talking to the right people.
AI 1 – LP asked TDLC for contact information for the group of people expected to
go into the Mile 222 and Doi T’oh park area this July.
b. TDLC – asked if Evrim will be using local Sahtu businesses. Discussion around
Evrim using North Wright Air for their fixed wing contract and splitting their
helicopter use contracts between Sahtu Helicopters and Canadian Helicopters.
All have ownership and/or relationship agreements with Tulita district land
corporations.
TDLC – mentioned a list of approved Tulita Businesses. Evrim requested a
copy.
I/C – Evrim and other companies working in the district should hire local workers
and contractors.
c. TDLC – talked about Prospector Training Courses. Government does these
courses and they cover exactly what Evrim is doing this year – training for early
stage sampling. The problem is that they almost always hold the courses in
Yellowknife, and not in the Sahtu district; they should have them here.
I/C – Evrim should help and support training and employment in the Tulita
District.
SH – said that he would convey that message to the GNWT when they meet. He
noted that the Summer Field Assistant Job Posting had been in the district for
about a month but there have been no applicants. He asked the TDLC to
encourage potential candidates to apply – we need enthusiastic workers.
SH – also said Evrim could sponsor people to take the training courses, in
Yellowknife or in Tulita district.
d. TDLC – asked about the number of hours per day the Summer Field Assistants
would have to work.
LP – generally about 10 hours per day. Crews go out by helicopter starting at
8am and are usually back in camp by 6pm. There is also some time doing work
in the evening time. The field work is physical – when doing geological mapping,
you walk about 15km per day and when doing sampling you walk about 5km per
day. The sampling crews are moved from site to site by helicopter. We do work
in the rain, so bring your rain gear and boots.
e. TDLC – talked about training DVDs or online videos showing people how to do
the type of sampling Evrim plans to do this summer.

LP – yes, there are some online by Peter Risby.
AI 4 – LP will do some research and send out a link to sites.
f.

TDLC – asked if all work in Tulita District, is it close to Mountain River and TK.
LP-SH – said that all work was in the Tulita District and not close to Mountain
River (further up).
MC – said that the company is just starting the process of looking into a
traditional knowledge study (TK). No LUP is required this year but by starting to
talk to the land claim organizations, including the renewable resource councils,
Evrim would be in a good position to begin development of a LUP application for
next season, including a TK report, is a LUP is necessary.
I/C – the need for a traditional knowledge study.

g. TDLC – asked about if working further south near Keele River?
LP – said the work program is always to the northwest of the Keele River and not
near it. TDLC asked CC and JB about the proposed work areas in relation to
Sahtu surface rights lands; they provided assurance of the location. (Note –
TDLC was on the phone and did not have access to the large-scale maps that
Evrim had laid out on the table for the TDLC to review.)
AI 2 – LP – again committed to send hard-copies of the large-scale maps to all
the Land Corporations, including to TDLC at the Norman Wells Land
Corporation.
h. TDLC – if successful, would Evrim source goods from Yukon or NWT side? He
was asking specifically if machinery, equipment and supplies would be bought
and mobilized-in from NWT.
SH – it is far to early to say.
TDLC – asked Evrim to confirm just soil sampling only this year.
LP – yes, soil and stream sediment sampling only.
I/C – TDLC very interested in economic benefits for Tulita District, NT.
5. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Action Items (AI).
6. New Business
a. Working on Sahtu Surface Rights (Title) Land at Mile 222.
TDLC – Evrim is interested in taking 12-20 samples within the Mile 222 Sahtu
Surface Rights lands area. It would be 1 – 2 days of work. We know we require
an Access Agreement and would like to talk to you about that.
TDLC – if you give us a scope of work and location, TDLC will check with our
legal counsel about sending you a draft Agreement.
AI 5 – SH-LP to send TDLC a program scope of work summary with a map
(what, where, when, etc.).

7. End Meeting
8. Next Meeting: not scheduled.

Evrim Resources – Tulita Renewable Resource Council
30 May 2018
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Introductory Meeting Evrim – Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC)
Wednesday, May 30, 2018
2:15pm
TRRC Office & Two Rivers Hotel Common Room, Tulita, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC)
Evrim Resources Corp.
Gordon Yakeleya, President (GY)
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Roderick Yalley, Vice President (RY)
Laurence Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
David Menacho, Director (DM)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
Fred Clement, Director (FC)
Rocky Norwegian, Manager (RN)
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
2. Project Overview by SH and LP – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH and LP provided an overview of the company and the planned 2018 early stage
exploration program based upon a power point presentation and using hard-copy
handouts.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the regional area of interest with SLUP zones, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222,
etc. clearly marked.
- Evrim stressed that for 2018 there was no land use permit (LUP) needed as activity is
below threshold and work was on territorial lands – no camps, no geophysical surveys,
no drilling, no helicopter pads, etc. If results are positive, then likely need LUP in 2019.
AI 1&2 – Evrim committed to send digital copies of the power point presentation to all
the Land Corporations and Renewable Resource Councils as well as sending hardcopies of the large-scale maps to the TRRC.
3. General Discussion – ALL
a. TRRC – What do you consider ‘long term’ benefits? Here in Tulita our TRRC
wants to pass along knowledge to our young people.
SH – I understand, and we can look at how we can help with that.
408-688 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6B 1P1, Canada

Office: (604) 343-4847
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TRRC – just to clarify ‘long term’, will the company do something now or only
later? We know the company is in very early stages but looking to develop for
the long term – that is, if there is no development then no benefits.
AI 1 –
b. TRRC – so this year is just sampling?
SH – yes. We are looking to go from one sample per 15 km2 to one per 2 km2.
SH and LP explain process of increasing sample density.
I/C –
c. TRRC – There is a lot of concern about pressure on mountain caribou herds
especially due to hunting coming from the Yukon side.
I/C – hunting pressure on mountain caribou herds.
d. TRRC – if getting LUP next year then will need traditional knowledge (TK) study.
MC – how does TRRC do a TK study? Does it usually require a field component,
or do you simply meet with your Elders’ group to review maps of the proposed
work program area?
TRRC – no, no field program is needed; we work with our Elders. TRRC talked
about oral TK he’s heard related to ‘massacre or sickness areas’.
I/C – Evrim will need a TK study if applying for a LUP next year.
e. TRRC – Bears. Be careful out there. There are a lot of bears and they seem to
be getting more aggressive.
LP – yes, thank you. We know – last year we had about 40 bear sightings.
TRRC – how many local hires will you have?
LP – likely 2-3. We are advertising for two local summer Field Assistants now.
TRRC – as TRRC, our role is safety and protection of protect Wildlife and the
Environment. We can provide Wildlife Monitors and Environmental Monitors.
AI 3 – Evrim to consider hiring bear monitors for the 2018 exploration program.
I/C – Bears and Wildlife Monitors.

f.

TRRC – the TRRC is a small committed group but our annual funding seems to
keep getting smaller. We would appreciate anything you can do for us.

g. TRRC and TRRC – as meeting wrapped-up, they gave positive closing
comments about the company coming in to talk to the TRRC so early and the
exploration project as it could provide future jobs for the youth.
h. TRRC – requested $200 per TRRC Director at the meeting ($800 total).
SH – agreed but said Evrim will require an invoice; a paper trail to pay against.
AI 4 – TRRC to send invoice for Director’s ‘per diems’ and Evrim to pay upon
receipt of invoice.

4. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Action Items (AI).
5. New Business
No new business
6. End Meeting – 3:15pm
7. Next Meeting: not scheduled.
8. Additional Notes
a. Nadine Menacho is TRRC Secretary – email: trrc@northwestel.net

C3 Alliance Corp
Evrim Resources – Tulita Land & Financial Corporation 30 May 2018
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Introductory Meeting Evrim – Tulita Land & Financial Corporation (TLC)
Wednesday, May 30, 2018
5:15pm
TLC Office, Tulita, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Tulita Land & Financial Corporation (TLC)
Clarence Campbell, President (CC)
David Menacho, VP (DM)
Janet MacCauley, Board Member (JM)
Bradley Menacho, Board Member (BM)
Stella Bayha-Yallee, Board Member (SB-Y)
Sally Tatti, Board Member (ST)
Lyle Etchinelle, Board Member (LE)
Shelly Widow, Youth Rep (SW)

TLC – Staff
Lorraine Doctor, Dir. & Exec. Dir. (LD)
Andrew Oler, Finance Clerk (AO)
Melinda MacCauley, Finance (MM)
Evrim Resources Corp.
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Laurence, Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)

_______________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
2. Project Overview by SH and LP – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH and LP provided an overview of the company and the planned 2018 early stage
exploration program based upon a power point presentation and using hard-copy
handouts.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the regional area of interest with SLUP zones, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222,
etc. clearly marked.
- Evrim stressed that for 2018 there was no land use permit (LUP) needed as activity is
below threshold and work was on territorial lands – no camps, no geophysical surveys,
no drilling, no helicopter pads, etc. If results are positive, then likely need LUP in 2019.
AI 1 – Evrim committed to send digital copies of the power point presentation to all the
Land Corporations. Evrim left hard-copies of the large-scale maps with the TLC.

408-688 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
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3. General Discussion – ALL
a. TLC – questions re local hiring and business contracts. How many local hires
will you have and what fixed-wing and helicopter companies are you using?
SH-LP – we will have a crew of 10-12 with 2-3 local hires (posted for 2 summer
field assistants but no applicants so far). We are using North Wright Air for fixed
wing aircraft and both Sahtu and Canadian Helicopter. All have
ownership/relationship agreements with Sahtu land corporations.
TLC – what about Summit for both/either fixed or rotary wing (owned by TLC?)?
SH-LP – Summit did submit a proposal; however, they likely will not have a
helicopter hanger in Norman Wells (it is for sale) and they do not have float
planes based in Norman Wells – they are only on contract and client must pay
mobilization costs. These became important factors in contract decisions. (Note:
TLC has ownership position in Summit.)
I/C – community interested in local hiring and contracting.
b. TLC – question re prospect generator business model: so, if you find something
then you sell out to a major and who is your partner?
SH – yes. Likely that at some point a joint venture (JV) company would be
formed and the major company would take a majority ownership position. The
name of the partner is confidential at this time. (Note: this comment may be
related to past concerns about ‘successor clauses’ being in any Agreement.)
c. TLC – question re Mile 222 area. Has there been work/sampling done in the Mile
222 area before; think so.
LP – yes but does not recall who did the work. TLC-LP discussion re possibly
work done by Peter Risby who has claims in the area. TLC thinks he sold out to
John Witteman who then sold to Ross Burns. (Note: I believe Ross Burns died a
year or two ago – if it is the same ‘Ross Burns’.)
d. General Discussion – re sampling on Sahtu surface rights (title) land around Mile
222 – one sample per 15 km2 – 12-20 samples – one day’s work. Need to get
Access Agreement.
I/C – Evrim will need Access Agreement to work on Sahtu ‘title’ lands at Mile 222.
e. TLC – message from Ross River, YT – very concerned about the amount of
caribou hunting in the mountains coming from the Yukon side. Company should
talk to government about this.
I/C – overhunting of caribou from the Yukon side.
f.

TLC – if Evrim needs surveying, the TLC has an agreement with Challenger
Geomatics based in Yellowknife.
TLC – we should get that – so far got nothing.

SH-LP – we will note that, but we are unlikely to need surveying anytime soon.
Project has to advance a fair way before we will need survey work done
g. SH – final comments. Thank you all for the meeting today. There will be more
engagement later if/when we need to apply for a LUP.
4. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Action Items (AI).
5. New Business
No new business
6. End Meeting – 6:00 pm
7. Next Meeting: not scheduled.
8. Additional Notes
a. About 10 minutes into the meeting, Evrim noticed that there appeared to be a
tape recorder on the table – meeting was being recorded and company was not
asked or advised.

Evrim Resources – Norman Wells Land Corporation (NWLC)
27 November 2018
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Introductory & Project Update Meeting 2018-2019
Tuesday, November 27, 2018
3:00 pm
NWLC/NWRRC Office, NWLC Bldg, Norman Wells, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Norman Wells Land Corporation (NWLC)
Sherry Hodgson, President, NWLC (ShH)
Lisa MacDonald, Member, NWLC (LM)

Evrim Resources Corp.
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Laurence Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
2. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH provided an overview of the company, a summary of the 2017 and 2018 work, the
scoping down process and an outline of the planned/ proposed 2019 work program.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the scoped-down area of interest that also showed the SLUP zones, Sahtu surface
rights area, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222, etc. clearly marked.
- started off to examine >2100 km²; used soil/stream sampling; staked 890 km² mineral
claims; started in 2017 taking ~1sample/10km²; now focused on the ‘Astro’ zone just
north of Mile 222.
- Evrim noted that for 2018 there was no land use permit (LUP) needed as activity is
below threshold and work was on territorial lands – no camps, use of outfitter camps and
lodges (one in Yukon), no geophysical surveys, no drilling, no constructed or excavated
helicopter pads, etc. 2018 Phase One program included similar wide-spaced
(~1sample/10km²) sampling, follow-up ~1sample/2km² sampling and wide-spaced ~400
metre-spaced soil sampling.
- Evrim said that the 2018 early summer Phase One results were sufficiently positive that
they returned in late summer to compete a more detailed ‘in-fill’ sampling program
comprising soil sampling at 200- and 50-metre sample spacings and local detailed rock
sampling and mapping.
- the results to date (mid-November) are sufficiently positive to recommend a 2019 field
work program to their senior management team and to their external partners, who
would be funding the 2019 exploration program.
408-688 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, British Columbia
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- 2019 program: Phase One would to comprise more detailed mapping and rock
sampling; detailed geochemical soil sampling; a helicopter-borne geophysical survey;
and, if Phase One results warrant, some helicopter-supported diamond or reverse
circulation drilling.
- currently preparing DRAFT land use permit (LUP) application that we would like to
review with the NWLC and others before finalizing and submitting to SLWB.

AI 1&2 – Evrim committed to send updated digital copies of the power point presentation
to all the Land Corporations and Renewable Resource Councils {Completed}. Hard
copies of the on-hand power point were left with the NWRRC. The two large scale maps
outlining the 2018 area of work that included the identified ‘Astro’ area of special interest
are being left with the NWLC (Sherry Hodgson & Lisa MacDonald).
3. General Discussion – ALL
a. NWLC – Q – so, before you submit the LUP, you will come back to review the
application with the communities?
SH – A – yes, that is the plan; if we can agree on dates – what dates would you
suggest?
NWLC – with the Christmas – New Years office closures and then the opening
up of the winter road, which means people drive out on holidays, we are now
booking into February. The winter road season is roughly January 1st – end of
March. Just checked TLC calendar – currently the week of January 14-18, 2019
is available. Therefore, suggest that week. We have ‘self-government’ meetings
the week of January 21-24.
NWLC – also, suggest an open community meeting at the same time; feed the
people. NWLC can organize the open community meeting.
I/C –
AI –
b. SH – you are welcome to keep the hard copies of the power point presentation
that I gave you today and I will send you an updated version later – we’ve added
in a bit more information since these were printed.
SH – you can also keep the large 1:250,000 scale maps we put on the table
today showing the large area of interest, our mineral claims and the 2019
focused area of interest – Astro.
I/C –
AI –
c. LM – commented that it was her son Jared MacDonald that worked for Evrim this
past summer.
I/C –
AI –

4. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Issues/Concerns (I/C) and Action Items (AI).
5. New Business
No new business
6. End Meeting – 4:15pm
7. Next Meeting: As discussed, Evrim requested it to be scheduled for week of January
14th – 18th, 2019; specifics tbd.
8. Additional Notes:

Evrim Resources – Norman Wells Renewable Resource Council (NWRRC)
27 November 2018
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Introductory & Project Update Meeting
Tuesday, November 27, 2018
4:15pm
NWLC/NWRRC Office, NWLC Bldg, Norman Wells, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Norman Wells Renewable Resource
Council (NWRRC)

Evrim Resources Corp.
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Laurence Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)

Ruby MacDonald, Secretary-Treasurer
(RM)
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions

1. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
2. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH provided an overview of the company, a summary of the 2017 and 2018 work, the
scoping down process and an outline of the planned/ proposed 2019 work program.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the scoped-down area of interest that also showed the SLUP zones, Sahtu surface
rights area, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222, etc. clearly marked.
- Evrim noted that for 2018 there was no land use permit (LUP) needed as activity is
below threshold and work was on territorial lands – no camps, , use of outfitter camps
and lodges (one in Yukon), no geophysical surveys, no drilling, no constructed or
excavated helicopter pads, etc. 2018 Phase One program included similar wide-spaced
(~1sample/10km²) sampling, follow-up ~1sample/2km² sampling and wide-spaced ~400
metre-spaced soil sampling
- Evrim said that the 2018 early summer Phase One results were sufficiently positive that
they returned in late summer to compete a more detailed ‘in-fill’ sampling program
comprising soil sampling at 200- and 50-metre sample spacings and local detailed rock
sampling and mapping.
- the results to date (mid-November) are sufficiently positive to recommend a 2019 field
work program to their senior management team and to their external partners, who
would be funding the 2019 exploration program.
AI 1&2 – Evrim committed to send updated digital copies of the power point presentation
408-688 West Hastings Street
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to all the Land Corporations and Renewable Resource Councils {Completed}. Hard
copies of the on-hand power point were left with the NWRRC. The two large scale maps
outlining the 2018 area of work that included the identified ‘Astro’ area of special interest
were left with the NWLC (Sherry Hodgson & Lisa MacDonald).
3. General Discussion – ALL
a. NWRRC – noted that NWRRC/NWLC is affiliated with Canadian Helicopters and
North Wright Air.
- spoke about the Doi T’oh (Canol Trail) clean up the last few years and that
there has been a lot of training of youth to work on the project – possible hires for
Evrim.
- Jared MacDonald worked for Evrim on 2018 field program – he is Ruby’s
sister’s grandson.
- noted that Sahtu Helicopters is locally indigenous owned and is part of Great
Slave Helicopters.
- said, as part of NWRRC, she reviews a lot of research applications from
universities’ professors, doctorates and grad students to do work in the
Mackenzie Mts but the NWRRC questions if they are all really doing ‘research’ –
thinks some of them are working for mining companies.
I/C – NWRRC wants Evrim to hire local youth. She wants Evrim to hire local
contractors to work on the project. Benefits for local communities from
exploration are a priority.
AI 1 – Evrim has been and will continue to both hire local youth and hire local
contractors. (note – Evrim’s last two years of expenditures demonstrate support
for local hires and contractors)
b. NWRRC – Q – do you get a land use permit (LUP)?
SH – A – no, not yet, not for 2018. However, we do expect to be applying for a
LUP for 2019. That depends on the approval of the proposed work program and
budget by our management team and by our partner.
I/C –
c. NWRRC – suggest Evrim meet with the Sahtu Renewable Resource Board
(SRRB) in Tulita.
I/C –
AI 2 – Evrim will investigate how the SRRB might be involved in the project.
d. MC – following our discussion with Sherry Hodgson and Lisa MacDonald of the
NWLC, it is being suggested that we aim for the week of January 14-18, 2019 to
come back into Norman Wells and Tulita to talk about details of a LUP
application.
I/C – its been suggested that Evrim pre-consult with land claim organizations to
get their input prior to finalizing a LUP application and to demonstrate how that

prior consultation led to modifications to the initial draft application.
AI 3 – Evrim to prepare a DRAFT LUP to present to the LCs & RRCs Jan 14-18.

4. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Issues/Concerns (I/C) and Action Items (AI).
5. New Business
No new business
6. End Meeting – 5:15pm
7. Next Meeting: Evrim requested it to be scheduled for week of January 14th – 18th, 2019;
specifics tbd.
8. Additional Notes

Evrim Resources – Tulita Land & Financial Corporation (TLC)
28 Nov 2018
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Project Update Meeting – 2018 Field Season and Plans for 2019
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
10:15 am
TLC Office, Tulita, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Tulita Land & Financial Corporation (TLC)
David Menacho, VP (DM)
Stella Bayha-Yallee, Board Member (SB-Y)
Sally Ann Tatti, Board Member (ST)
Lyle Etchinelle, Board Member (LE)
Dawn Widow, Youth Rep (SW)
TLC – Staff
Lorraine Doctor, Dir. & Exec. Dir. (LD)

Evrim Resources Corp.
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)

_______________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
2. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH provided an overview of the company, a summary of the 2017 and 2018 work, the
scoping down process and an outline of the planned/ proposed 2019 work program.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the scoped-down area of interest that also showed the SLUP zones, Sahtu surface
rights area, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222, etc. clearly marked.
- Evrim noted that for 2018 there was no land use permit (LUP) needed as activity is
below threshold and work was on territorial lands – no camps, use of outfitter camps and
lodges (one in Yukon), no geophysical surveys, no drilling, no constructed or excavated
helicopter pads, etc. 2018 Phase One program included similar wide-spaced
(~1sample/10km²) sampling, follow-up ~1sample/2km² sampling and wide-spaced ~400
metre-spaced soil sampling.
- Evrim said that the 2018 early summer Phase One results were sufficiently positive that
they returned in late summer to compete a more detailed ‘in-fill’ sampling program
comprising soil sampling at 200- and 50-metre sample spacings and local detailed rock
sampling and mapping.
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- the results to date (mid-November) are sufficiently positive to recommend a 2019 field
work program to their senior management team and to their external partners, who
would be funding the 2019 exploration program.
AI 1 – Evrim committed to send digital copies of the updated power point presentation to
all the Land Corporations {Completed}. Evrim left hard-copies of the large-scale maps
with the TLC.
3. General Discussion – ALL
a. TLC – Q – is project still at ‘early stage’ and what is ‘project generation’?
SH – A – Yes, the project is still at an early stage. The work done in 2017 and
the Phase One 2018 program was done to identify a project. Project generation
is the appraisal of a large tract of land (in this case we started with ~2100 km2)
with the goal of identifying a project or projects in the area each on the order of
~100 km2 for more focused exploration.
TLC – Q – is there going to be a gold rush?
SH – A – I would have to guess that a gold rush would be unlikely, even a gold
rush like those of placer gold mining portrayed in the media.
TLC – Q – do you do any ‘fracking’ and how far apart do you take samples?
SH – A – No, any drilling carried out by Evrim would not entail ‘fracking’.
‘Fracking’ is specific for oil and gas development and involves high pressure
injection of fluids into the earth to fracture rocks. Our drill holes at the initial
stage would be on the order of several hundred metres or a few kilometres apart.
I/C –
AI –
b. TLC – Q – do we get a report of the results?
SH – A – we are required to file detailed project activity reports with the
government. The first one is to be filed this year. It becomes open to the public
after two years. Of course, we also come into the community to update you on
what we’ve done and what we plan to do. The general outline is in the powerpoint slide presentations and maps that we leave with you.
c. TLC – In general comments TLC noted that this degree of reporting is similar to
that of oil and gas exploration companies and that they do not receive reports
from other entities (government, academia) either.
d. TLC – wants reports so that the TDLC can know what is on their land.
e. General unresolved discussion on the level of detail the TDLC would like to see
in reporting.
AI – SH and MC to discuss with GNWT, C3 and Evrim on appropriate levels of
disclosure / reporting.
TLC – Q – are you just selling it (the project) before telling us?
SH – A – We are working with a partner on this project so are not planning on selling

the project at this time. If we were to attempt to sell the project, we would inform the
TDLC in a meeting such as this one.
TLC – Q – have some of our people been working with you?
SH – A – this year, there were two local Sahtu youth who worked with us as field
assistants – Jarryd MacDonald from Norman Wells and Matthew Yakeleya from
Tulita. They were very good in the field and hard workers.
f.

SH – Evrim would like to work with you to plan for our next meeting to be held in
the week of January 14-18, 2019.
SH – with the success we have had this year, we are recommending a field
program in 2019 and anticipate that we will require a land use permit (LUP). We
have prepared a large part of a ‘DRAFT’ LUP but cannot finish the main part, the
Project Description part, until the work program and budget are approved by our
partner. We won’t get that until late in December 2018. Our plan, and request to
the land claim organizations, is to come back into the communities with a DRAFT
LUP and supporting documents for pre-consultation sessions to help guide us in
finalizing the Project Description. After receiving feedback from the January 1418, 2019 sessions, we will finish the LUP application and submit it to the Sahtu
Land and Water Board (SLWB). Again, we ask you to hold dates for us to meet
with you in the week of January 14-18, 2019.

g. DW – suggest you block time with Lorraine (Doctor) – pick a day.
DW – but if you need to cancel, then we need to know.
I/C –
AI – prepare a proposed meeting schedule for January 14-18, 2019 and circulate
it for discuss to NWLC, NWRRC, TLC, FNMLC, TDLC and TRRC. Include
possible open community meetings in both Norman Wells and Tulita.
h. TLC – Q – with your drilling, how far down do you go?
SH – Q – down to about 400 metres. The hole is quite narrow – about 4”
(~10cm).
I/C –
AI –
i.

TLC – do you do donations? Every year we buy turkeys for our Elders for
Christmas. They are very expensive up here. Can we send you a request for
donations?
SH – A – I know we do donations in Mexico where we have significant projects,
but we have not yet made any donations in the NT. Please send me a request
and I’ll take it up with our senior management team.
I/C – communities want and expect companies working in their traditional lands
to be engaged with them and provide benefits and opportunities. Sometimes
expectations can be high.

AI – discuss donations policy with senior management team and review donation
request from TLC when it arrives.
j.

TLC – in 2019 will you come back to tell us about the results?
SH – our project report goes to government and then becomes public after two
years.
TLC – we would like to see some report back to the community and for
companies to hire local people.
SH – if we have a 2019 field program then we will come back to update you
again like we are doing now.
TLC – Q – how were the people selected?
SH – A – we advertised for candidates through the land claim organizations that
we met with in May. Candidates were asked to send their resumes to Aurora
Geoscience in Yellowknife as they directly supervise the field work. We had few
candidates and chose the two that seemed to have the most experience.
TLC – Q – what training do they need to get hired?
SH – Q – some of the types of training that we look for are: First Aid; Bear
Aware; Helicopter Safety; etc.
TLC – Q – some did not see the jobs advertised. Where and when was it posted.
SH – A – as I said, it was shortly after our May meetings and we sent it to all the
land claim organizations that we met asking for it to be posted.
I/C – TLC members feel they do not get enough information back from
companies and people working in their traditional lands.
AI – Continue to commit to, and deliver on commitment to, provide updates.

k. SH – if we have a camp, we may have need of a Bear Monitor but will discuss
that with the TRRC.
l.

TLC – we have businesses in the communities but do not see any benefits. We
will meet with Evrim in January.
I/C –
AI – as above, prepare a proposed meeting schedule for January 14-18, 2019
and circulate it for discuss to NWLC, NWRRC, TLC, FNMLC, TDLC and TRRC.
Include possible open community meetings in both Norman Wells and Tulita.

m. TLC – MacKay Range is our business arm.
n. SH – We would be very interested to see a business registry so we can know
what services are available.
I/C – there can be competition between businesses owned/operated by land
claim organizations, such as MacKay Range, and those that are privately
owned/operated by land claim beneficiaries.
AI – companies need to be aware of the competition and manage tendering
processes to also manage expectations.

4. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Action Items (AI).
5. New Business
No new business
6. End Meeting – 11:30 am
7. Next Meeting: Evrim requested it to be scheduled for week of January 14th – 18th, 2019;
specifics tbd.
8. Additional Notes

Evrim Resources – Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC)
28 November 2018
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Update Meeting – 2018 Field Season and Plans for 2019
Date:
Wednesday, November 28, 2018
Time:
1:15pm
Location:
TRRC Office, 2nd Flr, RD Clement Bldg, Tulita, NT
Notes:
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)
Attendees:
Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC)
Evrim Resources Corp.
Gordon Yakeleya, President (GY)
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Roderick (Rod) Yallee, Vice President (RY)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
Richard Andrew, Director (RA)
David Menacho, Director (DM)
Fred Clement, Director (FC)
Rocky Norwegian, Manager (RN) - staff
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and
2. Welcoming Remarks
3. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH provided an overview of the company, a summary of the 2017 and 2018 work, the
scoping down process and an outline of the planned/ proposed 2019 work program.
- the presentation and follow-up discussion were enhanced using large scale maps of
the scoped-down area of interest that also showed the SLUP zones, Sahtu surface
rights area, mineral claims, outfitters camps, Mile 222, etc. clearly marked.
- Evrim noted that for 2018 there was no land use permit (LUP) needed as activity is
below threshold and work was on territorial lands – no camps, use of outfitter camps and
lodges (one in Yukon), no geophysical surveys, no drilling, no constructed or excavated
helicopter pads, etc. 2018 Phase One program included similar wide-spaced
(~1sample/10km²) sampling, follow-up ~1sample/2km² sampling and wide-spaced ~400
metre-spaced soil sampling.
- Evrim said that the 2018 early summer Phase One results were sufficiently positive that
they returned in late summer to compete a more detailed ‘in-fill’ sampling program
comprising soil sampling at 200- and 50-metre sample spacings and local detailed rock
sampling and mapping.
- the results to date (mid-November) are sufficiently positive to recommend a 2019 field
work program to their senior management team and to their external partners, who
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would be funding the 2019 exploration program.
AI 1&2 – Evrim committed to send updated digital copies of the power point presentation
to all the Land Corporations and Renewable Resource Councils {Completed}. Hard
copies of the on-hand power point were left with the TRRC as were two large scale
maps outlining the 2018 area of work that included the identified ‘Astro’ area of special
interest.
4. General Discussion – ALL
a. TRRC – asked or challenged: company NOT working there now; if so then you
should have consulted with us so you know about traplines, caribou, etc..
MC – We met with the TRRC and other land claim organizations in May 2018 to
review what was done in 2017 and to discuss what was planned for 2018. Both
years were small, early stage programs that did not require a LUP and so there
were no triggers to require a formal engagement or consultation process. Still,
the company came to provide information to the land claim organizations.
TRRC – that was over in the hotel boardroom.
I/C –
AI –
b. TRRC – what is the size of the proposed airborne geophysical survey?
SH – about 200 km2; possibly as much as 300 km2.
DM – we (TRRC/community) are very concerned about the possible impacts on
caribou – both calving and during migration.
TRRC – indicated that most of the caribou activity in the ‘Astro’ area of interest is
further to the south – south of the Canol Trail (Doh T’oi) and Mile 222.
I/C – people are concerned about impacts on caribou calving and migration
AI –
c. TRRC – What about all the money companies spend on the work on site –
contracts and consultants? We have a lot of people in the Sahtu that have
businesses – for example, that do drilling. We need to have our people working.
MC – We understand and agree. Evrim hired two local men as field assistants
this past summer and they worked out very well. The company has also hired
fixed wing and helicopter companies that are affiliated with Sahtu land claim
organizations. They hire local people and businesses for the work being done.
For 2019, the company will look at what work needs to be done and work with
the Land Corporations to identify potential local candidate companies. We need
to see if the old Business Registry is still in effect and is current.
I/C – pressure to hire local people and contract local businesses.
AI – send an email to the TDLC, TLC and FNMLC asking about the ‘old’
Business Registry (might have only existed for the Norman Wells businesses).

d. SH – right now there is no specific scope of work or set budget for the proposed
2019 field work program but expect to have both by the end of December 2018.
We are planning in anticipation that the recommended program and budget will
be approved. We are preparing DRAFT Land Use Permit (LUP) application now,
including a Project Description. Coming out of our meetings in Norman Wells, it
was decided Evrim should commit to coming back up into Norman Wells and
Tulita in the week of January 14th – 18th, 2019 to present the DRAFT 2019 plan to
the Land Corporations, the Renewable Resource Councils and to hold open
house community meetings.
AI – Evrim to prepare a DRAFT LUP and supporting documents to present to the
LCs & RRCs Jan 14-18.
e. TRRC – When do you start and end your field seasons?
SH – it depends on what work must be done, the elevation of the work and how
late spring (freshet) comes. For a full season of work, we would like to start by
the end of May or early June and be finished by the middle of September.
I/C –
AI –
f.

SH and MC – if Evrim defines an area around the ‘Astro’ area of interest next
week, how long would it take for the TRRC to do a traditional knowledge (TK)
assessment report? The ‘Astro’ area of interest is labeled on the 1:250,000 scale
map we left with you – it’s the zone of two blocks labeled ASTRO.
TRRC and TRRC – not long. We would first have to prepare a budget and get
the company’s ok. We would need to know what questions you have as well.
We have a set of questions that we normally ask but you can add in your own.
SH and MC – we are not sure what questions we need to ask but please send us
your list. Also send in your budget estimate based on what we have talked about
today.
TRRC and TRRC – suggest Evrim send an email with an outline of the proposed
work area and an outline of the work program you would like to do in 2019. Do
that first. Then TRRC will send a budget estimate based on that scope of work
{Completed}.
AI – Evrim to prepare an email to send to the TRRC providing both a detailed
scope of work and map of the Astro area of interest for the TRRC to use in
developing a budget estimate and timeline for a TK study and report
{Completed}.
AI – Evrim to prepare a 1:50,000 scale map of the Astro area of interest for the
TRRC Elders to use as a base for their TK study.

g. MC – when we met with Ruby MacDonald of the NWRRC we had very little time
and did not discuss a TK study report. Given the location of the proposed work,
do we need a TK report from both the TRRC and the NWRRC?
TRRC and TRRC – yes; that’s the way we’ve been doing things. Many members

of the NWRRC came from Tulita and some of the TRRC members came from
Norman Wells. However, we do not work together on TK reports.
IC –
AI –
h. TRRC – will you consider working with us to get our young people out into the
field to do things with exploration companies like sampling? There is funding
available to do training.
SH – Yes, of course. We have hired locally this year - two people, one from
Tulita and one from Norman Wells. We expect to have a slightly larger crew next
season so should be looking to hire a few more local field assistants. Some
general discussion about hiring levels and hiring for the work to be done.
I/C – communities have done quite a bit of training, with government funding and
some company support, over the years. They see training as a way to get jobs
with companies working in their areas.
AI – companies with small early stage projects need to identify specific training
opportunities related to actual jobs on their projects in the foreseeable future.
i.

TRRC – commented that their TRRC members are usually up in the mountains
hunting caribou about September 15-25 every year.
I/C –
AI – include the September 15-25 hunting season in project planning.

j.

TRRC – talked a bit about their surprise when the community all went up to hunt
caribou at one of the favourite spots only to find an exploration camp there – that
was at Caribou Flats.
SH – said that Evrim had heard about Caribou Flats from Trevor Bremner at
GNWT-Lands in Norman Wells, yesterday.

k. MC – asked about holding a community meeting in Tulita when Evrim comes
back up the week of January 14th – 18th, 2019: who do we work with to set up
the meeting and have food catered.
TRRC and TRRC – you can go through any of the organizations like the TRRC
or TLC but the hall rental (Arena) is done through the Hamlet.
I/C –
AI – be sure to seek advice on how best to plan for and implement an open
house community meeting with food and refreshments in Norman Wells and
Tulita.
l.

TRRC – wanted Evrim to know that the TRRC arranges for training of both
Environmental Monitors and Wildlife Monitors – graduates get their ‘tickets’.
TRRC commented that “they are our eyes and ears on the ground”.

m. SH – We look for candidates with a combination of wilderness first aid, bear
aware, and helicopter training. If keen candidates lack this training, we are
interested in supporting this training. Other exploration-specific training is
provided on the project as part of the exploration program.
I/C – with small early stage projects, hiring additional field staff can strain the
operational budget. Each position must be a full-time job that adds real value to
the project.
AI – evaluate if and how Environmental and Wildlife Monitors might fit within the
2019 project scope of work.
5. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Issues/Concerns (I/C) and Action Items (AI).
6. New Business
No new business
7. End Meeting – 2:45pm
8. Next Meeting: Evrim requested it to be scheduled for week of January 14th – 18th, 2019;
specifics tbd.
9. Additional Notes:

C3 Alliance Corp
Evrim Resources – Tulita District Land Corporation 10 Jan 2019 Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Introductory Meeting Evrim – Tulita District Land Corporation (TDLC)
Thursday, January 10, 2019
3:15pm pm
BDP Law Office, Calgary
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Tulita District Land Corp (TDLC)
Sherry Hodgson, VP (ShH), NWLC
Richard (Rick) Hardy, FNMLC Pres. (RH)
Janet Bayha, Sec-Treas (JB), TLC
Louise Reindeer, Executive Director (LR)

Evrim Resources Corp.
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Laurence, Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)

__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and
2. Welcoming Remarks
- Evrim thanks TDLC for making time to meet as part of their other meeting in Calgary
3. Project Overview by SH and LP – Power Point & Handout + Large Scale Maps
- SH & LP use ppt presentation to outline the current status of Evrim’s Mackenzie Mts
project and an overview of materials in the DRAFT land use permit (LUP) application
- the key ‘ask’ is for the TDLC to provide comments on the materials in the DRAFT LUP
application within the next 10-14 days so Evrim can consider the comments and update
the LUP application documents.
4. General Discussion During/After Evrim Presentation – ALL
a. Exploration:
RH – you indicated each step in your exploration plan is dependent upon the
success of current work. What do you consider as ‘success’?
SH – that current results continue to indicate the potential for discovery of an
economic mineral deposit.
RH – if you find gold, how do you plan to get it out?
SH – that will be up to the mining engineers but likely construct a road link to the
Canol Trail road and then into Yukon.
RH – will the airborne and ground geophysics be done consecutively or
concurrently.
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SH – mostly concurrently but some may be done consecutively. This is
somewhat dependent upon what sort of winter and spring we get – the amount of
snow cover, how quickly it melts, timing of freshet and possibly the location and
timing, if it is an area of lambing or kidding.
RH – any work being done on the other two areas – Penfold & Norseman?
SH – No, not at this time.
RH – what about in Yukon?
SH – No, there is a staking moratorium in place.
Sahtu Lands:
RH – comment: all the ‘green’ areas on your large maps are our areas so you
will have to cross it.
RH – you will need to demonstrate to SLWB that you have land tenure to set up
a camp. You will need to talk with us if you are going to set up a camp on our
land.
RH – so, you are not going onto Sahtu lands?
SH – we had worked on an Access Agreement in 2018 to do a bit of sampling but
had asked for the dates to be changed so the work could be done in 2019; ran
out of time.
Benefits:
RH – how many field assistants will you have in your phase 1 in 2019?
SH/LP – likely, 2-4 local summer field assistants in 2019. We had 2 in 2018.
RH – when will you have your ‘specs’ for the airborne geophysics?
SH – likely about the time of the PDAC conference in Toronto – early spring
(March).
RH – we’d like at least a couple of month’s notice or upcoming work and
contracting opportunities.
SH – Agreed.
LP – timing of notice of contracting may be somewhat dependent upon the timing
of the receipt of the LUP.
RH – from the FNMLC perspective, we are most interested in what you will be
proposing, in the LUP application, in terms of Benefits – showing that you are in
compliance with the Sahtu Land Use Plan (SLUP). We would like to see, in the
LUP application, a list of goods and services that you will require – e.g. fixed
wing planes, helicopter services, equipment rentals, number and types of drills,
pumps, foodstuffs, drilling specifications, etc.
RH – most of our members do not live in Tulita or the Tulita district; most are
elsewhere across Canada. Maybe someone has a business in Yukon supplying
fuel or food, etc.
b. PPT Handouts, Maps & DRAFT LUP Applications
SH/LP – do you wish to take away any/all of the maps on the table, copies of the
power-point presentation and we have two copies of the DRAFT LUP application

that you can take away as well.
ShH – yes; we’d like to take away any hard copies you have, and can you send
us the DRAFT LUP application digitally so we can share with our members?
SH/LP – yes, we can send you an updated version of the power-point
presentation plus the DRAFT LUP application – this is a DRAFT and will be
changing over the coming days/weeks as we get more comments & feedback.
AI 1 – Evrim to send TDLC members copies of updated power point presentation
and DRAFT LUP application documents.
c. M Cunningham Questions/Suggestions:
MC – what is Evrim going to do with any core and/or core boxes & core racks?
Where will the core be logged? Where/how will the core be stored?
MC – besides the required 8 sections to the LUP application, the company might
consider having an Emergency Preparedness Plan or Emergency Management
Plan – what are the protocols & procedures should a serious emergency develop
(Who’s in charge of what? Who’s on the priority contact list? Who’s managing
the onsite activities & who’s managing the communications? Etc.)
d. JB –
I/C –

5. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Action Items (AI).
6. New Business
a. Working on Sahtu Surface Rights (Title) Land at Mile 222.
SH – Evrim is interested in taking 12-20 samples within the Mile 222 Sahtu
Surface Rights lands area. It would be 1 – 2 days of work. We know we require
an Access Agreement and would like to talk to you about that.
CC – if you give us a scope of work and location, LR will check with our legal
counsel about sending you a draft Agreement.
AI 5 – SH-LP to send TDLC a program scope of work summary with a map
(what, where, when, etc.).
7. End Meeting
8. Next Meeting: No date set for next meeting with TDLC; however, Evrim meeting with
NWLC & NWRRC next Mon 14th Jan and with TLC & TRRC next Wed 16th Jan.

Evrim Exploration Canada Ltd. –
Norman Wells Land Corporation (NWLC)
&
Norman Wells Renewable Resource Council (NWRRC)
14 January 2019
Joint Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Project Update, 2019 Project Plans & LUP Application Overview Meeting
Monday, January 14, 2019
3:00 pm
NWLC/NWRRC Office, NWLC Bldg, Norman Wells, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Norman Wells Land Corporation (NWLC)
Sherry Hodgson, President, NWLC (ShH)

Self Government Chief Negotiator
Larry Torongeau (LT)

Norman Wells Renewable Resource
Council (NWRRC)
Ruby McDonald

Evrim Resources Corp.
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Laurence Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
2. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Maps (Mackenzie Mts & Astro)
- Provided an overview of the 2018 field program activities and general results leading to
identification of the ‘Astro’ project area of focus for 2019;
- Provided an outline of the planned 2019 field program activities (stream & soil sampling
plus airborne & ground geophysics) that if successful could lead to a small drill program
(both reverse circulation (RC) and core drilling);
- Told the group that Evrim was meeting the land corporations (LCs) and renewable
resource councils (RRCs) this week to:
discuss plans to submit a land use permit (LUP) application to the Sahtu Land and
Water Board (SLWB) at end-January or early-February;
outline the contents of the draft LUP application for discussion;
leave behind hard-copies of the draft LUP for their review (plus send it to them
digitally for ease of review and further dissemination to other members); and
request comments and feedback on the draft LUP application so Evrim can make
edits to the draft prior to submitting it so as to make a better application.
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3. LUP Application Overview by LP –
-

Provided comments and explanations about the draft LUP application summarizing
key points of the eight sections to the application (SLWB format);
Evrim is consulting broadly on the draft LUP application prior to submission;
Noted that Evrim is applying for Class A LUP for a term of three (3) years – long
enough to test the geological and exploration models;
The plan is to have the camp at Mile 222 and fly crews out to site daily including drills
and drill crews.
AI – Evrim committed to send updated digital copies of the power point presentation
and draft land use permit (LUP) application to all the Land Corporations and
Renewable Resource Councils.

4. General Discussion – ALL – many talking points are based on presentation slides.
NWLC/RRC – Comments – the NWLC and NWRRC have members all over the place; in
the Sahtu, in the NWT and elsewhere. The demographics of our communities are quite
different. R McDonald is here representing the NWRRC Board; she will review all the
materials and advise her Board. Together we will advise Evrim when it should hold a full
community meeting. We will review the draft LUP documents and provide comments.
I/C – NWLC/RRC suggested – for meetings, especially community meetings, is to
anticipate frequently asked questions and prepare FAQ sheets.
AI – Evrim did that: prepared FAQ sheets for subsequent meetings and open house that
week.
Location
NWLC/RRC – Q – are you working only in NWT, not Yukon?
SH – A – no, just NWT.
NWLC/RRC – Q – you said the camp would be at Mile 222 but what do you mean by
using ‘already developed infrastructure’?
LP – A – we will work with the regulatory authorities to locate our camp in an area of Mile
222 that has already been previously disturbed, like an old camp site, where land has
been cleared. We will try to do as little ‘new’ disturbance as possible, for our needed
infrastructure, both at the camp location and in the Astro project field work area.
Technical
NWLC/RRC – Q – how deep will the drilling go?
SH – A – 200-500 metres for the core drilling. RC drilling will be shallower (50-200m).
NWLC/RRC – Q – on your phase 1 geophysics – will the airborne and ground
geophysics be done at the same time or one after the other?
SH – A – some could be done at the same time in different areas or one after the other,
with the airborne being first, on the same area – in order to focus in on a drill target.

NWLC/RRC – Q – how will you avoid calving and kidding areas?
SH – A – we will look at both the scientific and traditional knowledge about when and
where the calving and kidding happen in our project area and we will also watch for
signs as we move about the project area by helicopter.
RM – Q – do you have a sample of what drill cuttings or core look like?
SH – A – no, we do not have samples here with us now. However, SH went on to
explain what they were, what they looked like and how they were handled.
TK Study
NWLC/RRC – Q – who is doing the traditional knowledge (TK) study?
SH – A – we asked both the NWRRC and the TRRC if they were interested in doing TK
study for the project area. Both said yes so, we have been moving forward with both
groups.
NWLC/RRC – Q – why are you doing two studies? Why both?
SH – Q – both RRCs indicated they were interested, and we thought both RRCs had
members who had information to offer.
NWLC/RRC – Q – got any ideas Ruby (R McDonald)?
NWLC/RRC – A – we are talking tomorrow about the TK study. We want the right
information in the TK study. Evrim cannot get a LUP without a TK study. We were going
to get Leon Andrew to do the TK study for the NWRRC. He is on the regional renewable
resource board (SRRB). His brother Frank is Chief in Tulita and saw the poster about
the TRRC doing a TK study.
MC – Comment – we have to work to sort this out.
NWLC/RRC – Comment – you should have cc’d both RRCs in same email.
NWLC/RRC – this can be fixed.
NWLC/RRC – we will meet here tomorrow at 1pm to talk about the TK study. The
NWRRC is not happy with the process you followed here so far on the TK study.
MC – I apologize. I did not cc both RRCs on the same email about a TK study. I was
seeking the best advice, but no one suggested doing a joint NWRRC-TRRC TK study.
Program Benefits
NWLC/RRC – Q – you say the program benefits to the community are relate to the scale
of the project (e.g. jobs). At what point do we negotiate a Cooperation Agreement?
SH – A – if successful this year and we have continued success next year with a larger
drill program, we might then be in a position to do that. I think if we progressed to the
stage where we began drilling out or defining a mineral resource might be a fair time to
start that process.
NWLC/RRC – then possibly at that time you’d negotiate an Access & Benefits
Agreement?
SH – Yes.
NWLC/RRC – Q – do you know Midnight Sun Drilling? It is one of our partners.
SH – A – yes. They are one of the companies we believe is qualified to do RC drilling in
Canada; another is Northspan. It is good to know Midnight Sun are your partner.

NWLC/RRC – Q – do you have plans for a camp?
LP – A – yes. It is outlined in the Project Description part of the draft LUP application.
NWLC/RRC – Q – do you have a camp set up and tents? We have tents to rent.
LP/SH – A – no; we do not have a camp or camp supplier yet. What size are your tents?
NWLC/RRC – A – they are about 20’ x 20’.
Fuel Management
NWLC/RRC – Q – what if the plastic tray or bottom and perimeter liner rips?
SH – A – the plastic trays are tough; hard to rip. They are designed for the purpose of
storing fuel drums and containing leaks and I’ve worked with them before.
NWLC/RRC – Q – will this fuel storage will be at Mile 222 and how will you get the
barrels in/out? What about the barrels breaking?
SH/LP – A – yes, our fuel barrels will be stored at Mile 222 and will trucked in/out from
Yukon over the North Canol Road. The barrels being used will be new style barrels that
are more easily damaged than the older (1970s-1980s) era barrels. There are fuel
barrel handling best practices in place to minimize potential damage.
Wildlife, Archaeology & Environment
NWLC/RRC – Q – so, does that mean you will be hiring wildlife and environmental
monitors?
LP – A – as we are establishing a camp, that is something that we are open to
considering.
Winding Up Thoughts and Comments
NWLC/RRC – for the members at large, if you get to a discovery stage then you will
need to negotiate an Access and Benefits Agreement.
SH/LP – briefly went over the large-scale maps showing how exploration in the past two
years, across the very large Mackenzie Alliance area of interest, led to three smaller
focus areas and now down to one target area – the Astro project.
SH – in terms of planning for Sahtu regional benefits, Evrim can put together a list of
services that the Project will need. We can provide it to the land corporations and ask
for a list of local Sahtu companies that might be able to provide those services
NWLC/RRC – we have a list of pre-approved Sahtu companies that we can supply to
Evrim with the expectation that at least one of them will be able to bid on all of the work
being done.
SH – we must evaluate all companies and proposals in terms of applicability, safety
metrics and cost competitiveness.
I/C – community benefits
AI – Evrim to prepare and circulate a list of services the project will require.
5. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Issues/Concerns (I/C) and Action Items (AI).

6. New Business
No new business
7. End Meeting – 4:15pm
8. Next Meeting: No date set.
9. Additional Notes:

Evrim Resources – Tulita Land & Financial Corporation (TLC)
16 January 2019
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Date:
Time:
Location:
Notes:

Project Update Meeting – 2018 Field Season and Plans for 2019
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
1:45 pm
TLC Office, Tulita, NT
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)

Attendees:
Tulita Land & Financial Corporation (TLC)
Evrim Resources Corp.
David Menacho, VP (DM)
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Stella Bayha-Yallee, Board Member (SB-Y)
Laurence Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
Lyle Etchinelle, Board Member (LE)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
Dawn Widow, Youth Rep (DW)
Andrea Bernarde (AB)
TLC – Staff
Lorraine Doctor, Dir. & Exec. Dir. (LD)
Tina Etchinelle, Admin Assistant (TE)
_______________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Opening Prayer
2. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
3. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Maps (Mackenzie Mts & Astro)
- Provided an overview of the 2018 field program activities and general results leading to
identification of the ‘Astro’ project area of focus for 2019;
- Provided an outline of the planned 2019 field program activities (stream & soil sampling
plus airborne & ground geophysics) that if successful could lead to a small drill program
(both reverse circulation (RC) and core drilling);
- Told the group that Evrim was meeting the land corporations (LCs) and renewable
resource councils (RRCs) this week to:
discuss plans to submit a land use permit (LUP) application to the Sahtu Land
and Water Board (SLWB) at end-January or early-February;
outline the contents of the draft LUP application for discussion;
leave behind hard-copies of the draft LUP for their review (plus send it to them
digitally for ease of review and further dissemination to other members); and
request comments and feedback on the draft LUP application so Evrim can make
edits to the draft prior to submitting it so as to make a better application
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LUP Application Overview by LP –
- Provided comments and explanations about the draft LUP application summarizing
key points of the eight sections to the application (SLWB format);
- Evrim is consulting broadly on the draft LUP application prior to submission;
- Noted that Evrim is applying for Class A LUP for a term of three (3) years – long
enough to test the geological and exploration models;
- The plan is to have the camp at Mile 222 and fly crews out to site daily including drills
and drill crews.
AI – Evrim committed to send updated digital copies of the power point presentation
and draft land use permit (LUP) application to all the Land Corporations and
Renewable Resource Councils.
4. General Discussion – ALL
a. TLC – Q – how long will the LUP be for?
SH – A – three years. That should give us enough time to explore and decide if
we’re being successful.
TLC – Q – if you need more time on the Permit, do you apply ahead of time?
SH – A – we can apply for an extension, to do the same type (scope) of work;
but, if we want to go bigger or do something new then we need a new permit.
b. Technical: Geophysics – Airborne and Ground
TLC – Q – do you use drones (for airborne geophysics)?
SH – A – no, not yet but it is likely coming – maybe in 5 years. The technology
on a small drone is not quite good enough yet.
TLC – Comment – suggest you use ground geophysics instead of airborne
geophysics because the helicopter noise scares the animals.
TLC – Q – how long do you have the cables on the ground?
SH – A – explained the process: the survey is laid out in a grid pattern consisting
of a number of lines up to a few kilometres in length. It might take 1-2 days to do
a survey; the cables are moved as the survey progresses; an electrical pulse is
sent through the cables at each stop, then cables moved; at the end, nothing is
left behind on the ground.
TLC – Q – how long does the electrical pulse last?
SH – A – at each stop or station, an electrical pulse lasting 10-20-30 seconds
would be put through the cables that creates a temporary electromagnetic field
that is sent into the ground. Machines then read or interpret how the ground
reacts to the electromagnetic field.
TLC – Q – I’m thinking about ‘fracking’, how it affects the land and can cause
earthquakes. In doing this survey, how are you affecting the land?
TLC-SH –discussion of how this type of survey works including the low power of
the electro-magnetic energy pulse – only about 1-2 amps vs 60-100 amps

service in most homes. There are no long-term effects of the survey.
TLC – Q – how does the airborne EM survey work?
SH – A – very similar to the ground survey. An electromagnetic pulse is
generated and the sensors beneath the helicopter can measure the effects in the
earth. The EM pulse has no effect on the helicopter. It is very much like the
technology in your mobile phone – same idea.
TLC – Q – how long is the project work?
SH – A – just the summer months – possibly May to September.
Technical: Drilling – Core and Reverse Circulation (RC)
TLC – Q – how much water do you use for drilling each hole?
SH – A – if pumps run all day then a maximum of 68-82 m³/day – newer and
more realistic estimate of 35-40 m³/day – or about 8-9,000 gallons/day.
TLC – Q – what do you do with the water?
SH/LP – A – for core drilling, water is pumped from a source (lake or stream) into
large tubs. Some goes down the drill hole but unused water (overflow) drains
back onto the ground. The water used by the drill either has two parts – drill
return water and lost water. The lost water is ‘lost’ to the rock underground; it
flows into natural fractures in the rock. The drill return water comes back to
surface with silt-sized drill cuttings; this goes into a depression or sump where
the fine material settles.
SH – for the reverse circulation (RC) drilling, no water is used – it runs on
compressed air.
TLC – Q – what do you do with the drill samples?
SH – A – for the core drilling, half is sent to a lab for analysis and half stays on
site in core boxes. The GNWT wants core kept on site.
SH – A – for the RC drilling, these are chip samples, so half is sent to a lab for
analysis and the other half is left on site.
TLC – Q – what about the drill holes? What do you do with them?
SH – A – we put a picket in them so we can find them again. The ‘casing’
sometimes has to be left behind as it becomes stuck in the hole. If that happens
then we cut off the casing at ground level.
Caribou Flats
TLC – Comments – Caribou Flats is a mess with core, core racks and core boxes
all over. TLC provide comments on Caribou Flats; how messy it is. TLC & TLC
say they need to get government to do something about Caribou Flats.
SH – commented on the value of old core – it can be relogged and resampled by
geologists after many years to help them understand the geology of the area.
Community Benefits
SH – provided an overview of local community benefits from 2017-2018
exploration programs. Said that Evrim would provide a list of goods and services

required for the planned 2019 work program. And, at the appropriate time, Evrim
would look to negotiate a Cooperation Agreement.
TLC – suggested Evrim should work with Mackay Range and Summit Air that are
owned or affiliated with the TLC. The other companies you mentioned working
with are affiliated with other LCs and RRCs.
LP – noted that it appears the Summit Air hanger in Norman Wells is for sale and
they may be moving operations out of the area. However, Evrim will contact
Summit Air.
TLC – there are other camps at Mile 222, maybe you can negotiate something
with them. Or, maybe you could buy ‘our’ tents.
I/C – local benefits opportunities.
AI – Evrim to circulate a list of goods, services, contracts, purchases, rentals, etc.
that it will need for the 2019 exploration program. Evrim to include Summit Air in
list of service supply companies to contact.

5. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Action Items (AI).
6. New Business
No new business
7. End Meeting – 3:15 pm
8. Next Meeting: No date set.
9. Additional Notes

Evrim Resources – Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC)
15 January 2019
Meeting Notes
Purpose:
Project Update, 2019 Project Plans & LUP Application Overview Meeting
Date:
Wednesday, January 16, 2019
Time:
10:30am
Location:
TRRC Office, 2nd Flr, RD Clement Bldg, Tulita, NT
Notes:
Summary of Discussions with Action Items (AI) and Issues/Concerns (I/C)
Attendees:
Tulita Renewable Resource Council (TRRC)
Gordon Yakeleya, President (GY)
Evrim Resources Corp.
Roderick (Rod) Yallee, Vice President (RY)
Stewart Harris, VP Technical Services (SH)
Richard Andrew, Director (RA)
Laurence Pryer, Project Geologist (LP)
David Menacho, Director (DM)
Michael Cunningham, Consultant (MC)
Fred Clement, Director (FC)
Rocky Norwegian, Manager (RN) – staff
Stella B. Yallee (SY) – staff
__________________________________________________________________________
Summary of Discussions
1. Opening Prayer
2. Introductions and Welcoming Remarks
GY – introduced Evrim to the two people who will conduct the interviews and prepare the
TK study and report for the Astro project: Joanne Lennie and Cecil MacCauley. There
was discussion about which maps they need, the process they use and the time it might
take.
GY – thanked Evrim for the donation towards buying Christmas turkeys.
MC – updated the TRRC on Evrim’s discussions with the NWRRC about doing a
traditional knowledge (TK) study for the Astro project area: TRRC to proceed as
planned with the additional interviewing of 3-5 NWRRC members; numbers and names
to be confirmed. The NWRRC will not do a separate TK study.
3. Project Overview by SH – Power Point & Handout + Maps (Mackenzie Mts & Astro)
- Provided an overview of the 2018 field program activities and general results leading to
identification of the ‘Astro’ project area of focus for 2019;
- Provided an outline of the planned 2019 field program activities (stream & soil sampling
plus airborne & ground geophysics) that if successful could lead to a small drill program
(both reverse circulation (RC) and core drilling);
- Told the group that Evrim was meeting the land corporations (LCs) and renewable
resource councils (RRCs) this week to:
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discuss plans to submit a land use permit (LUP) application to the Sahtu Land
and Water Board (SLWB) at end-January or early-February;
outline the contents of the draft LUP application for discussion;
leave behind hard-copies of the draft LUP for their review (plus send it to them
digitally for ease of review and further dissemination to other members); and
request comments and feedback on the draft LUP application so Evrim can make
edits to the draft prior to submitting it so as to make a better application.
LUP Application Overview by LP –
- Provided comments and explanations about the draft LUP application summarizing
key points of the eight sections to the application (SLWB format);
- Evrim is consulting broadly on the draft LUP application prior to submission;
- Noted that Evrim is applying for Class A LUP for a term of three (3) years – long
enough to test the geological and exploration models;
- The plan is to have the camp at Mile 222 and fly crews out to site daily including drills
and drill crews.
AI – Evrim committed to send updated digital copies of the power point presentation
and draft land use permit (LUP) application to all the Land Corporations and
Renewable Resource Councils.
4. General Discussion – ALL
a. Wildlife
TRRC – Q – asked about Evrim’s caribou calving avoidance plans?
SH – A – we will rely on the scientific and traditional knowledge that we can get
including any studies or maps available from the Sahtu Renewable Resource
Board (SRRB).
b. Technical
TRRC – Q – how deep does your drill hole go?
SH – A – from 200 – 500 metres for core drilling and 50 – 200 metres for the
reverse circulation (RC) drilling.
TRRC – Q – what kind of helicopter do you use?
LP – A – in the past we have used an A-Star and we are likely to use the same or
similar in 2019.
TRRC – Q – do you use any additives in your drill mud? We need to know. We
need to protect our animals from activity.
SH – A – there may be additives used in the core drilling; however, these are
non-toxic and we can share copies of their MSDS sheets if you wish. (Material
Safety Data Sheets) No additives are used in the reverse circulation (RC) or air
drilling. There may be training and employment opportunities for local workers
on the drill program.

c. Community Benefits
SH – provided a summary of local benefits from the last two year’s exploration
programs including the hiring of local summer field assistants and contracting of
fixed wing and helicopter companies. He also outlined a list of the type of work
activities and requirement for 2019 and noted there may be opportunity for local
contracts.
SH – committed to continuing to provide project updates and to negotiate a
Cooperation Agreement at the appropriate time.
TRRC – Comment – it would be good to be able to show benefits to Sahtu
people and businesses in the LUP application; it could help smooth the review.
LP – once we have the LUP, then we can circulate a list of project requirements
(e.g. purchases, rentals, services, contracts, etc.).
TRRC – the challenge is that you are working so close to the Yukon border with
road access – so much cheaper; access from NWT is costly. We need to aim for
long-term benefits and not necessarily immediate benefits.
TRRC – Q – what do you do with your full drums at the end of the year or
project? Could you give them to our hunters for them to use?
SH/LP – A – most of the drums will be aviation and diesel fuel, not gasoline.
Also, there is a liability issue for the company – our name is on the barrels and
we need to account for all of them.
d. Camp
TRRC – Q – about your camp – are you going to bring in your own camp or use
a camp that is already at Mile 222?
SH – A – we have to plan on brining in our own but could use an existing camp if
it is available for the time we need one.
TRRC – There is no connection or benefits agreement between the Englobe
camp and Sahtu people.
TRRC – Q – how will you get rid of your waste?
LP – A – we have set out a plan in the LUP application that follows the MVLWB
and SLWB guidelines for waste management.
e. Environmental and Wildlife Monitors
TRRC – Q – will you be hiring Environmental and Wildlife monitors?
SH – A – we are a small company, and this is a small project. It is hard to justify
someone to do solely that job; they would have to complete other jobs as well i.e.
camp manager, soil sampling. If so, then possibly.
TRRC-SH-LP – Discussion about Monitors – the RRCs always wants our
Monitors out on projects. LP – e.g. last summer we hired Jaryd McDonald as a
field assistant, as a sampler but he was also trained and held a ticket as both
Environmental and Wildlife Monitor.
TRRC – we train a lot of our people to do environmental and wildlife monitoring;
we make it a requirement.
TRRC – there have been more bear attacks recently so you will need Wildlife

Monitors.
SH/LP – all our field assistants carry bear spray and radios. They scan the area
they plan to work in from the helicopter before they set down. Once on the
ground they must have situational awareness.
TRRC – we are now seeing wolf packs attacking people.

5. Agreements/Commitments/Next Steps
No Specifics beyond identified Issues/Concerns (I/C) and Action Items (AI).
6. New Business
No new business
7. End Meeting –11:45am
8. Next Meeting: No date set.
9. Additional Notes:

